复旦大学

2020 年秋季学期“全球化创新经济人才”系列课程
招募通知（港澳地区）
一、 项目简介：2020 年，在新冠肺炎的全球蔓延下， 复旦大学港澳台办现针对疫情的特殊

性联合复旦大学经济学院，推出秋季项目，为来自港澳地区的学生提供前沿的经济金融
和社会文化类课程。
二、 授课语言：中文（少量课程英语授课）
三、 授课时间 ：2020 年 9 月 14 日-12 月 25 日
四、 授课方式：线上教学
五、 考核方式：由任课老师自主决定
六、 证书授予：课程学习顺利完成后，申请者将获得复旦大学经济学院学习证书和成绩单
七、 申请程序：只接受本科生报名，请直接向香港浸会大学内地发展办公室报名，提交相关
信息（申请截止日期：2020 年 8 月 27 日）
八、 选课规定：每名学生选 2 门课程，不可退课，可有且仅有一次换课的机会
九、 项目联系方式：邮件（econcamp@fudan.edu.cn），电话（86-021-5566-5631）
十、 课程列表：（会根据实际选课人数进行调整，选课人数低于 10 人的课程，举办方有权
关闭课程）（课程大纲和时间表，请查看附件）
序号

课程

授课语言

授课时数

学分

1

当代中国经济概况

英文

54

3

2

发展经济学热点

中文

54

3

3

公司金融

中文

54

3

4

中国城市文化资源

中文

54

3

5

统计学导论

中文

54

3

6

美国政治与对外政策

中文

54

3

7

国际贸易

中文

54

3

8

中国特色的社交网络

中文

54

3

9

国际金融

中文

54

3

10

社交媒体与社交网络

中文

54

3

11

中国法律文化概况

中文

54

3

12

微积分导论

中文

54

3

13

中级微观经济学

中文

54

3

14

中国与世界经济

中文

54

3

15

中国对外贸易

中文

54

3

16

中级宏观经济学

中文

54

3

17

劳动经济学

中文

54

3

18

会计学

中文

54

3

19

古代中国文明

中文

54

3

20

中国文学评论和文人传统

中文

54

3

21

跨文化心理学

中文

54

3

22

微观经济学导论

中文

54

3

23

宏观经济学导论

中文

54

3

24

营销学基础

中文

54

3

复旦大学港澳台事务办公室
复旦大学经济学院
2020 年 8 月 10 日

COURSE SCHEDULE
Program Date: Sep 14 - Dec 25, 2020 (W1-W15)
Beijing Time
9:00-9:45
9:55-10:40
10:50-11:35
11:45-12:30

Mon
Introductory Statistics
(W1-W15)
Marketing Fundamentals
(W1-W15)

Tue

Wed

Thu

Introductory Microeonomics
(W1-W15)

Social Networks and
Chinese Society
(W1-W15)

Corporate Finance
(W1-W8)

Intermediate Microeconomics
(W1-W15)

Labor Economics
(W1-W15)

13:30-14:15
14:25-15:10
15:20-16:05

Chinese Legal Culture
(W1-W15)

Corporate Finance
(W1-W8)

Topics in
Development
Economics
(W9-W15)

Ancient Chinese
Civilization
(W1-W15)

16:15-17:00

China's Foreign Trade
(W1-W15)

Fri

Sat

Sun

Social Media and Social
Networking
(W1-W15)

Chinese Modern
Economy
(W0-W14; * start
from Sep 12)

International
Finance
(W1-W15)

Cross-Cultural Psychology
Introductory Macroeconomics
(W1-W15)
(W1-W15)
Chinese Literary Criticism
Intermediate Macroeconomics
and Literati Tradition
(W1-W15)
(W1-W15)

18:00-18:45
18:55-19:40
19:50-20:35

Culture Resources of Cities in
China
(W1-W15)

20:45-21:30

* Please see the note on the next page.

Accounting (W1-W15)
World Economy and China
(W1-W15)

American Politics and
Foreign Policy (W1-W15)

International Trade
(W1-W15)

Topics in Development
Economics
(W9-W15)

Introductory
Calculus
(W1-W15)

WEEK
W0
W1
W2

W3
W4
W5
W6
W7
W8
W9
W10
W11
W12
W13
W14
W15

DATE
9.12
(only for Chinese
Modern Economy)
9.14-9.20
9.21-9.27
(National Day Holidays
from Oct 1 to Oct 8)
9.28-10.4
10.5-10.11
10.12-10.18
10.19-10.25
10.26-11.1
11.2-11.8
11.9-11.15
11.16-11.22
11.23-11.29
11.30-12.6
12.7-12.13
12.14-12.20
12.21-12.25

Please note that:
There will be no classes during National Day holidays from Oct 1 to Oct 8. Course adjustment will be made per further holiday notice by the university.

Accounting
Global Program on Economics and Finance
Course Title

Accounting

Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
Accounting is a compulsory course of the major in economics,
international economics and trade, insurance, finance and public finance.
As a course of high practice and application, it is being designed to help the
Course
students deal with practical accounting problems by learning the accounting
Objectives
method—double-entry bookkeeping and the whole accounting procedure.
And then to lay a foundation for further learning of other related courses
such as financial accounting, economics, finance and so on.
Accounting is a kind of economic management work that takes money as
the main unit of measurement and uses a series of special methods to
calculate and supervise the economic activities of a unit, aiming at
providing accounting information and improving economic benefits. As a
professional basic course and public basic course, Accounting aims to teach
students the basic knowledge, basic methods and basic skills of accounting,
and lay the foundation for learning other related courses, such as financial,
economics and finance.
Course
This course focuses on a very important accounting method, the
Description
double-entry bookkeeping, and introduces several important aspects of the
entire accounting process: filling in and auditing accounting vouchers,
registering accounting books, making final account adjustments, and
preparing accounting statements. Finally, this course takes the accounting
treatment of a manufacturing enterprise as an example for practical
explanation, and combines theory with practice to teach students the ability
to think and learn independently, and to apply the knowledge they have
learned to deal with practical problems.
Course Requirements: none
Prerequisites: none
Credit

3

Teaching Methods:
Lecture, presentation
Instructor's Academic Background:
Ye Xu is an associate professor of the School of Economics, Fudan University.
Teaching: Accounting, Statistics, tax courses for undergraduate and tax thematic courses for
postgraduate.
Publication: Published more than 50 papers in domestic authoritative, core and other
journals; edited or participated in three monographs; edited ten textbooks; undertaken or
participated in five national or provincial or ministerial projects.
Teaching awards: the course of Statistics was awarded the National Excellent Course in
1

2013; the course of Accounting was awarded the Excellent Course of Fudan University in
2006, the second prize of Teaching Achievement Award of Fudan University in 2011; the key
course of Shanghai in 2013 and was awarded the National Excellent Course in 2019.the
course of tax law was sponsored by Fudan University for discussion-oriented teaching, and
won the Excellent Course of Fudan University in 2018 and the key course of Shanghai in
2019.
Email: xuye@fudan.edu.cn
Course Schedule
This outline may change as the session proceeds.
Chapter 1: Introduction. Understand the history and definition of the accounting; understand the meaning
and functions of accounting; understand the basic accounting procedures and methods; master accounting
foundation and accounting assumptions; master the accounting methods and requirements of information
quality; master the accounting elements and their measurement attributes.

Chapter 2: Account and Double-entry Bookkeeping. Master the principles of accounting equation;
master the concept, functions, designing principles, content and level of accounting subjects; focusing on
the structure and use of accounts; focus on the bookkeeping method of credit and debit; master the parallel
registration rules for general ledger and subsidiary ledger; grasp the meaning, principle and content of trial
balance.

Chapter 3:The Application of Double-entry Bookkeeping. Taking the industrial enterprise as an example,
this chapter systematically introduces the accounting treatment methods of various business in each
business process of industrial enterprises. After learning this chapter, students need to master the
preparation of major economic business entries in the stage of raising funds, production preparation,
production, sales and financial results accounting.
Chapter4: Recognition and Measurement of Accounting Elements. The content of this chapter belongs to
intermediate financial accounting. In this chapter, we will learn the basic content of intermediate financial
accounting, mainly studying the accounting treatment of various items in assets, including the accounting
confirmation methods of cash and cash equivalents, trading financial assets, accounts receivable,
inventory, fixed assets and other items.

Chapter5: Accounting Vouchers and Accounting Books. This chapter mainly introduces some
preparatory work required before the preparation of financial statements, including vouchers and
accounting books, final account item adjustment and closing, etc. Students need to know the classification,
filling in and auditing of vouchers and the classification and registration methods of accounting books.
Master the concept and significance of the final account adjustment and the preparation of various account
adjustment entries; Understand the searching and correction methods of the wrong account and key points
of the four accounting treatment procedures.

Chapter6: Property Inventory. This chapter introduces the concept, significance, types and methods of
property inventory, and the processing of property inventory results. Students need to focus on the
processing of property inventory results.
2

Chapter7: Preparation of accounting statements. This chapter introduces the form and compilation
method of the four accounting statements. Students need to master the method of compiling the balance
sheet and income statement. They do not need to master the method of compiling the statement of cash
flow and owner's equity. And they need to master the articulation of accounting statements and the
contents of the notes to the financial statements.

Chapter8: Analysis of Financial Statements. This chapter first introduces the procedure and common
methods of accounting statement analysis. Then it introduces the calculation and analysis of the main
financial indicators which are used to reflect the solvency, profitability, asset management and
development ability of the enterprise. Finally, DuPont Financial Analysis is introduced.

General review: (1) Review the contents of all chapters, (2) Q &A

The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
There are lots of related exercise after each chapter. Through the class there are many case
discussions.
Grading & Evaluation:
Daily performance：30%
Exam：70%
Teaching Materials & References:
Principles of Accounting ,Xuye/Zhangwenxian/Qixine, Fudan University press
Practice Guide to Accounting Principles, Xuye, Fudan University press
Fundamental Accounting, Wojian, Higher Education Press
Accounting, Charles.T.Henger, Renmin University of China press
Accounting, CICPA(Chinese Institute of Certified Public Accountants), China Financial & Economical
Publishing House

3

American Politics and Foreign Policy
Global Program on Economics and Finance
Course Title

American Politics and Foreign Policy

Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
This course aims to help students to get some basic knowledge about
Course
American politics and foreign policy. In sum, this course will deepen
Objectives
students’ understanding of America and its relations with the outside world,
thus broadening their international horizon.
It includes the introduction of American political thoughts, political
Course
institution, political culture and political processes; meanwhile, it will also
Description tell students how American foreign policies are made, their strategic goals
and ways to achieve these goals.
Course Requirements: The study of this course involves attending lectures, doing
presentations, discussions and Q & A. There will be no homework. Students are also
encouraged to read popular press widely and observe related phenomenon in the real world
and use what they learn in class to analyze it.
Credit

3

Prerequisites: A basic knowledge of political science and international relations is expected.
Teaching Methods:
Lecture, presentation, group discussion
Instructor's Academic Background:
Dr. Wang Hao is an associate professor at the Center for American Studies of Fudan
University. In 2011, he graduated from the School of International Relations, Renmin
University of China and received a bachelor's degree in law (diplomacy). From 2014 to
2015, he was a visiting scholar in the Department of Politics of Columbia University. In
2016, he graduated from the School of International Relations, Renmin University of China
and obtained a doctor's degree in law (diplomacy). In July of the same year, he entered Fudan
university to teach. He won the research fund of the Shanghai Pujiang Talent Support
Program in 2017, and the Youth Scholar Research Fund of the Ministry of Education of
China in 2019.
Email: wanghaocas@fudan.edu.cn
Course Schedule
This outline may change as the session proceeds.
Class 1 Introduction: U.S. Politics, U.S. Foreign Policy and Their Logical Relationship
Class2 American Political Thoughts: From Classical Liberalism to Modern Liberalism
Class3 American Political Institution
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Class4 American Political Parties, Interest Groups and Elections
Class5 Understanding American Grand Strategy since 1945
Class6 Sino-US Relations and U.S. China Policy since 1949
Class7 U.S. Grand Strategy since 1945 and the Role of Domestic Politics
Class8 Political Ideologies, Strategic Culture and Their Impacts on U.S. Foreign Policy
Class9 Political Parties, Elections and Their Impacts on U.S. Foreign Policy
Class10 American Presidents and Foreign Policy
Class11 The Interactions between the White House and the Congress and Their Impacts on
U.S. Foreign Policy
Class12 Interest Groups and Their Impacts on U.S. Foreign Policy
Class13 Students’ Presentations and Discussions
Class14 Students’ Presentations and Discussions
Class15 Students’ Presentations and Discussions
Class16 Students’ Presentations and Discussions
Class17 Students’ Presentations and Discussions
Class18 Final Closed-book Exam

The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
Presentations and in-class discussions
Grading & Evaluation:
Attendance
In-Class Discussion
Presentation
Final Paper

10%
10%
40%
40%

Teaching Materials & References:
王浩：《社会联盟与二战后美国对外战略演化的逻辑》，上海人民出版社2016年版
Andrew Heywood, Politics, 3rd edition, Palgrave Macmillan, 2007
Henry Kissinger, Diplomacy, Simon and Schuster, 1994
2

Peter Trubowitz, Politics and Strategy: Partisan Ambition and American Statecraft,
Princeton University Press, 2010
Robert Art, A Grand Strategy for America, Cornell University Press, 2003
John Mearsheimer, The Tragedy of Great Power Politics, W.W.Norton, 2001
Colin Dueck, Reluctant Crusaders: Power, Culture, and Change in American Grand
Strategy, Princeton University, 2006
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Ancient Chinese Civilization
Global Program on Economics and Finance
Course Title

Ancient Chinese Civilization

Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
Through lectures and discussions, I hope that students have a general
Course
understanding of basic framework of ancient Chinese civilization, and a
Objectives
preliminary understanding of several important keys in the history of China.
This course focuses on three topics: (1) the formation, evolution and
Course
stereotypes of "China"; (2) the characteristics and connotation of ancient
Description Chinese civilization; (3) the position and role of Chinese civilization in the
global landscape.
Course Requirements:
Prerequisites:
Basic knowledge of Chinese history; ability to read classical Chinese
Credit

3

Teaching Methods:
lectures and discussions
Instructor's Academic Background:
Zhiqiang Duan is the associate professor of the National Institute for Advanced Humanistic
Studies at Fudan University. His research field is the history of culture and thought in the
Ming and Qing Dynasties. He teaches courses such as General History of China, Ancient
Chinese Civilization, and Global History in Fudan University.
E-mail: duanzhiqiang@fudan.edu.cn
Course Schedule
1. Introduction: Continuity of Chinese Civilization？
2. From the starry sky to the feudal statehood: the birth of Chinese civilization (Pre-Qin)
3. The literature basis of Chinese civilization
4. A family in the world: Laying the pattern of Huayi (Qin-Han)
5. The concept of time and space in ancient China
6. Ethnic interaction in the Middle Ages (Northern and Southern dynasties)
7. Three teachings：Chinese religion
8. The formation of the East Asian world (Sui-Tang)
9. Silk Road: Globalization before globalization
10. Little China in a multipolar world (Song)
11. Art and Artists
12. Ocean Age (Yuan)
13. Personal life and daily life
14. The Empires of the Great Unity (Ming-Qing)
15. The rule of bureaucrats
16. Renewal and transformation of Chinese civilization (Modern China)
1

17. Review and Q&A
18. Exam
The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
Students will discuss the designated reading materials for 30 minutes before every class.

Grading & Evaluation:
1. Daily discussions, accounting for 30%
2. Final exam, accounting for 70%

Teaching Materials & References:
1. Patricia Buckley Ebrey, The Cambridge Illustrated History of China, Cambridge
University Press, 2010
中文版：湖南人民出版社，2018
2. Endymion Wilkinson, Chinese History: A New Manual, Harvard University Asia Center,
2013
中文版：北京大学出版社，2016
3. 许倬云：《万古江河：中国历史文化的转折与开展》，上海文艺出版社，2006
4. 王力：《中国古代文化常识》，世界图书出版公司，2008
5. 葛兆光：《古代中国文化讲义》，复旦大学出版社，2006
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Chinese Foreign Trade
Global Program on Economics and Finance
Course Title

Chinese Foreign Trade

Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
The objective of this course is to equip students with the general knowledge
Course
of Chinese foreign trade reform and development, and to provide
Objectives
considerable trainings in understanding and analyzing Chinese foreign trade
and the relevant issues.
This course consists of three modules. In Module I, we first look back at the
history of Chinese foreign trade, and pay special attention to the regime
reform of Chinese foreign trade since 1978 and to China’s response to the
latest developments in the global economic and trade institutions as well as
Course
the new international division of labor. Then we introduce basic theories and
Description approaches that are useful for analyzing Chinese foreign trade. Module II
investigates Chinese foreign trade pattern, structure and performance from
different perspectives. The final module discusses the implications of
Chinese foreign trade development for China itself and for the rest of the
world.
Course Requirements:
Prerequisites: Microeconomics principles at least.
Credit

3

Teaching Methods:
Lecture, presentation, group discussion
Instructor's Academic Background:
Dazhong Cheng, Professor of Economics, Department of World Economy, Fudan University.
His current research interests include International Trade, Enterprise Internationalization,
Global Value Chains (GVCs), and Service Economy.
Email：chengdz@fudan.edu.cn
Course Schedule
This outline may change as the session proceeds.
Module I: Chinese Foreign Trade: Background, History, and Policy
Part 1: Introduction: History and Methodology
Part 2: WTO and Regionalism: New Trends and China’s Strategy
Module II: Chinese Foreign Trade: Pattern, Structure, and Performance
Part 3: Chinese Foreign Trade: Basic Facts and Trends
Part 4: China in the Global Value Chains
Part 5: Enterprise Internationalization: Theory and Empirics
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Part 6: Product-Market Portfolio and Dynamics of Chinese Industrial Exporters
Part 7: Participation into Global Market and Productivity: Theory and Evidence from
China
Module III: Chinese Foreign Trade: Implications for China and the Rest of the World
Part 8: Services Liberalization: Global Trends and Chinese Actions
Part 9: Chinese Foreign Trade and the RMB Exchange Rate
Part 10: The China-U.S. Trade War and Its Impact
The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
1. The presentation and discussion contribute to 40% of the grade. Each student should
make at least one presentation based on the literature on Chinese foreign trade.
2. A short paper regarding Chinese foreign trade should be submitted at the end of the
semester. The term paper should be at least 5 pages long (font 12 and double-spaced)
and illustrate the research question you want to address; why you think it is important;
and how you plan to study it.
Grading & Evaluation:
1. Attendance: 10%
2. Presentation and discussion: 40%
3. A term paper: 50%
Teaching Materials & References:
Books:
1. Lawrence J. Lau, The China-U.S. Trade War and Future Economic Relations, The
Chinese University Press, 2019.
2. Robert C. Feenstra and Shang-Jin Wei (ed.), China’s Growing Role in World Trade,
University of Chicago Press, March 2010.
3. Nicholas R. Lardy, Integrating China into the Global Economy, Brookings Institution
Press, 2002.
Papers (include but are not limited to the following):
1. Autor, David, David Dorn, and Gordon Hanson, 2013, “The China Syndrome: Local Labor
Market Effects of Import Competition in the United States”, American Economic
Review, 103(6): 2121-2168.
2. Bloom, Nicholas, Mirko Draca, and John Van Reenen, 2016, “Trade Induced Technical
Change? The Impact of Chinese Imports on Innovation, IT and Productivity”, Review of
Economic Studies, 83 (1): 87–117.
3. Brandt, Loren, Johannes Van Biesebroeck, Luhang Wang, and Yifan Zhang, 2017,
“WTO Accession and Performance of Chinese Manufacturing Firms”, American
Economic Review, 107(9): 2784-2820.
4. Khandelwal, Amit, Peter Schott, and Shang-Jin Wei, 2013, “Trade Liberalization and
Embedded Institutional Reform: Evidence from Chinese Exporters”, American
Economic Review, 103(6): 2169-2195.
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Chinese Legal Culture
Global Program on Economics and Finance
Course Title

Chinese Legal Culture

Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
a) To precisely grasp the basic concepts in Chinese legal culture, such as
legalist, penal code, etc.
Course
b) To thoroughly understand the mainstreams of traditional legal thoughts
Objectives
in China.
c) To critically look at contemporary legal phenomena in China.
This course will examine the spirit of Chinese law from a historical
perspective, with a particular emphasis on its political context. We will
Course
explore the early transition of Chinese politics and law by the 2rd century
Description B.C.E. (including doctrines of Confucian and legalist schools),
development and spirits of imperial codes, mechanism of judicial
administration in criminal and civil justice, local mediation, and family law.
Course Requirements:
This course requires the students’ attendance at classes and participation in class discussion.
Prerequisites:
N/A
Credit

3

Teaching Methods:
Lecture & Presentation
Instructor's Academic Background:
Prof. SHI Daxiao obtained his undergraduate and postgraduate degrees from Peking
University, Ph.D. in Foreign Legal History from Peking University Law School. His research
interests include the history of foreign legal systems, the history of Western legal thoughts,
and jurisprudence. He has translated classic works of foreign legal history such as European
Law: Past and Future: Unity and Diversity in Two Thousand Years, and Common Law
Tradition.
Email: dxshi@fudan.edu.cn
Course Schedule
Part I: Introduction to Chinese Law and Legal Culture (3 hours)
Topic：Sources and materials in Chinese Legal Culture.
Chronology, in 1 Sources of Chinese Tradition xxvii-xxxiii (Compiled by Wm. T. de Bary and I. Bloom, 1999)

Part II: Confucians v. Legalists (9 hours)
Topic 1: What do Confucians Advocate?
Topic 2: What do Legalists Advocate?
1

Topic 3: How do Confucians and Legalists Influence on Chinese Legal Culture?
T’UNG-TSU CH’U, LAW AND SOCIETY IN TRADITIONAL CHINA 226-79 (1961)
DERK BODDE & CLARENCE MORRIS, LAW IN IMPERIAL CHINA 17-27 (1967)
WERNER MENSKI, COMPARATIVE LAW IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT 493-593 (2006)
***HE WEIFANG, IN THE NAME OF JUSTICE 40-59 (2012)
Part III: Imperial Codes: from Qin to Qing (9 hours)
Topic 1: The Background and Implication of Tang Code.
Topic 2: The Development of Chinese Legal Culture in Qing Dynasty.
Topic 3: The Code(s) in the People’s Republic of China.
DERK BODDE & CLARENCE MORRIS, LAW IN IMPERIAL CHINA 55-75 (1967)
William C. Jones, Studying the Ch'ing Code-The Ta Ch'ing Lü Li, 22 AMER. J. COMP. LAW 330 (1974) THE
GREAT QING CODE xi-xxx, 1-28 (William C. Jones trans., 1994)
Brian E. McKnight, T'ang Law and Later Law: The Roots of Continuity, 115 J. AMER. ORIENTAL
SOC. 410 (1995)
*** Civil Code in China.

Part IV: Criminal Justice (9 hours)
Topic 1: The Main Purpose of Criminal Justice.
Topic 2: The Procedure of Criminal Justice in Traditional China.
Topic 3: Criminal Justice in Today’s China.
William P. Alford, Of Arsenic and Old Laws: Looking Anew at Criminal Justice in Late Imperial China, 72
CAL. L. REV. 1180 (1984)
Deng Yushu (1792) Zhang Erhuan et al.(1870) in Derk Bodde & Clarence Morris, Law in Imperial China
251-54, 461-67 (1967)
HUANG LIU-HUNG, A COMPLETE BOOK CONCERNING HAPPINESS AND BENEVOLENCE 251-306 (Djang
Chu trans. & ed., 1984)
Shuzo Shiga, Criminal Procedure in the Ch’ing Dynasty, in 32 & 33 MEMOIRS OF THE RES. DEPT. OF THE
TOYO BUNKO 1 & 115 (1974, 1975)
***CAO XUEQIN, THE STORY OF THE STONE, CHAPTER 4

Part V: Civil Justice (9 hours)
Topic 1: The Main Purpose of Civil Justice.
Topic 2: The Procedure of Civil Justice.
Topic 3: Civil Justice in Today’s China.
You Cheng v. You Hongfu (c. 1220), Liu v. Liu (after 1205), Li Bian v. Tang Zhongzhao (after 1232), in The
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Enlightened Judgments Ch’ing-ming Chi 149-50, 301-02, 316-20 (Brian E. McKnight and James T.C. Liu
trans., 1999).
PHILIP C. C. HUANG, CIVIL JUSTICE IN CHINA: REPRESENTATION AND PRACTICE 76-109 (1996)
***MARGARET Y. K. WOO&MARY E. GALLAGHER: CHINESE JUSTICE (2011)

Part VI: Precedent: A Comparative Perspective (9 hours)
Topic 1: Case Precedent in Traditional China.
Topic 2: Case Law in Contemporary China.
Topic 3: Precedents in a Comparative Context.
R. Randle Edwards, The Role of Case Precedent in the Qing Judicial Process as Reflected in Appellate
Rulings, in UNDERSTANDING CHINA’S LEGAL SYSTEM 180 (C. Stephen Hsu ed., 2003).
Wang Zhiqiang, Case Precedent in Qing China, 19 COLUM. J. ASIAN L. 325 (2005).
Wang Zhiqiang, Precedent in the Narrative of Chinese Legal History, SOC. SCI. IN CHINA 51-67 (2011,
No.2).
***China Guiding Cases Project: http://cgc.law.stanford.edu

Part VII: Family Law (6 hours)
Topic 1: The Key Points of Family law in Traditional China.
Topic 2: The Marriage Law in the People’s Republic of China.
T’UNG-TSU CH’U, LAW AND SOCIETY IN TRADITIONAL CHINA 14-127 (1961)
FEI XIAOTONG, FROM THE SOIL 60-79 (1992)
Section 5 Marriage, The Civil Code of the People’s Republic of China.

The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
Presentations, and Home Exercises.

Grading & Evaluation:
1. Attendance at weekly class sessions and participation in class discussions. Each student
will make a presentation at least one time. Depending on the number of students this may be
done in teams. (60%)
2. Students need submit a critique of one topic of readings, approximately 5 pages (double
space, 12 font). (40%)

Teaching Materials & References:
See the Schedule Part.
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Chinese Literary Criticism and Literati Tradition
Global Program on Economics and Finance
Course Title

Chinese Literary Criticism and Literati Tradition

Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
Touching the live Chinese literati tradition and scholar-official thinking
Course
directions in spiritual China; trying to understand some Chinese cultural
Objectives
heroes and the general ideas and famous statements in Chinese literary
criticism.
It is an introduction on Chinese culture and tradition by means of close
reading some works from Chinese writers and scholars. The course places
Course
the texts on the table of modern time and worldwide space, and every
Description
participator should know the independent thinking and cold balances
between China and the other world are needed in the class.
Course Requirements:
Prerequisites:
The students who take this course should be capable of understanding classical Chinese
writings with the help of dictionary, reference books, and some websites, and warmth and
respect on self-nation cultures and traditions are expected.
Credit

3

Teaching Methods:
Teacher’s live lectures on Zoom and student’s reading after the classes, some moderate
discussions in Wechat group should happen at the same time of Zoom classes.
Instructor's Academic Background:
Xibo Wang is the associate professor of Chinese Language and Literature Department of
Fudan University. His study field includes Chinese literature, Chinese literati, and Chinese
culture and tradition. He received his L.D. from Fudan University (2002).
-Secretary to the President of Fudan University (2004-2006)
-Visiting scholar at University of Washington at Seattle (2009-2010)
-Visiting professor at DePaul University (2014-2016)
-Deputy secretary-general on the education division, to the Dehong prefecture government,
Yunnan province (2019-2020).
Email: oneship@fudan.edu.cn
Course Schedule
Week 1: Chinese time before empires
The literary criticism from Confucius, Mencius, Xunzi, and other scholars
Week 2: Where was the Great Han between the texts in classics and scholars in Han times
A, Shijing and the Grand Preface for it;
Week 3: Where was the Great Han between the texts in classics and scholars in Han times
B, The literary criticism at Western Han time;
Week 4: Where was the Great Han between the texts in classics and scholars in Han times
1

C, The literary criticism at Eastern Han time;
Week 5: The new heroes faced the collapse of Han empire and the glory of Chinese literature
A, Jian-an Era literary criticism; the stigmatized emperor and the persecuted brilliant talented
prince
Week 6: The new heroes faced the collapse of Han empire and the glory of Chinese literature
B, Literature Master’s literary criticism from Lu brothers;
Week 7: The new heroes faced the collapse of Han empire and the glory of Chinese literature
C, Literature legends and poetics were told by Rong Zhong;
Week 8: The new heroes faced the collapse of Han empire and the glory of Chinese literature
D, Literary criticism comes from Xie Liu, before he became a real monk;
Week 9: The new heroes faced the collapse of Han empire and the glory of Chinese literature
E, Freedom of literature came from Xiao princes, the emperor family;
Week 10: From Metropolitan empire to modern nation: the literary criticism at the second
empire time
A, Literary criticism from historians
Week 11: From Metropolitan empire to modern nation: the literary criticism at the second
empire time
B, Moral rules and politics in the literary criticism from official poets
Week 12: From Metropolitan empire to modern nation: the literary criticism at the second
empire time
C, Literary criticism for Tang-time poems
Week 13: From Metropolitan empire to modern nation: the literary criticism at the second
empire time
D, Literary criticism for Song-time poems
Week 14: From Metropolitan empire to modern nation: the literary criticism at the second
empire time
E, Li, Qingzhao and the Literary criticism from Song-time Ci (lyrics)
Week 15: China belongs to the great continent and the great sea: Literati moved down and
popular literature steps into center
A, Drama criticism and other thinks on literature in Yuan Dynasty
Week 16: China belongs to the great continent and the great sea: Literati moved down and
popular literature steps into center
B, Novel criticism and other thinks on literature in Ming Dynasty
Week 17: China belongs to the great continent and the great sea: Literati moved down and
popular literature steps into center
C, Novel criticism and other thinks on literature in Qing Dynasty
Week 18: Final discussions on Chinese thinking tradition and literati culture in the past:
Presentation on the basis of your paper.
The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
One quiz of 10 minutes before the class in Wechat group from Week 2 to Week17; Q &
A happened in every class on Zoom; Paper writing preparation from Week 10 with the
help of the TA.
Grading & Evaluation:
Quizzes, 32%; Class participations, 18%; Final presentation, 30%; Final Paper, 20%.
2

Teaching Materials & References:
1. The general outlines of the history of Chinese literary criticism, collated and
supplemented version: written by Zhu, Dongrun, collated by Chen, Shangjun,
Shanghai Chinese Classics Publishing House，Shanghai，2016《中国文学批评史大
纲》（校补本）：朱东润撰，陈尚君整理，上海古籍出版社，上海，2016
2. The anthology of Chinese literary criticism of the past dynasties, new edition: chief
editor, Guo, Shaoyu; deputy chief editor, Wang, Wensheng, Shanghai Chinese
Classics Publishing House，Shanghai，2016《中国历代文论选》（新一版）：郭绍
虞主编，王文生副主编，上海古籍出版社，上海，2001
3. Readings in Chinese literary thought, by Stephen Owen, Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, and London, 1992
4. An anthology of Chinese literature: Beginnings to 1911, edited and translated by
Stephen Owen, W. W. Norton & Company, London, New York, 1996
5. Chinese theories of literature, by James J. Y. Liu, the University of Chicago Press,
Chicago and London, 1975
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Chinese Modern Economy
Global Program on Economics and Finance
Course Title
Credit

Chinese Modern Economy
Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
After you finish the course, you are supposed to
3

⚫ Understand the economic, political, social and cultural characteristics of
China
⚫ Tell the differences in economic development strategies adopted by China
Course
Objectives

and other transitional/developing economies
⚫ Be able to analyze the business culture of China
⚫ Be aware of the obstacles and difficulties besetting the economic growth
and their roots
⚫ Be able to write effectively in essay exams and develop research topics
related to this course for your future thesis

China is expected to outrun U.S. as the world’s largest economy in the 21st
century. It is regarded as one of the most disruptive events to the global
order. For anyone who wants to be globally literate, a basic familiarity with
this most dynamic and enormous economy is a must. What factors contribute
to the rise of China? How to profit from this growing and huge market? How
did/will the rise affect the rest of the world? What are the challenges
threatening the sustainable development of China? This course is designed to
answer above questions from multiple perspectives of economy, business,
Course
culture, and politics. We will first investigate the historical legacy and its
Description
impact on current economic development. Next, we will study the major
economic players (governments, various types of firms and the financial
market) and their interactions. Then, we investigate human capital
development and technology progress, which are believed to be the keys to
future growth. In the fourth part, we identify the challenges undercutting its
economic performance with emphasize on the unbalanced economic
development pattern. Finally, we look at how China interacts with the rest of
the world.
Course Requirements:
Prerequisites:
 Introductory micro- and macro-economics or above
 Basic Econometrics or above
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Teaching Methods:
Lecture (online live)
Instructor's Academic Background:
Prof. LI Dan received her PhD from Boston University in 2008. Her research fields include
Economic History, Development Economics, and Urban Economics & Regional Science. She
has published in the top journals in her related research fields including Economic History
Review, Journal of International Money and Finance, World Development, the Review of
Development Economics etc. Her current research interests focus on the bond market
development in Pre-war Republican China (1912-1937) and the unbalanced regional
development in today's China.
Email: danli_soe@fudan.edu.cn
Course Schedule
This outline may change as the session proceeds.
Module 1: The past (6 credit hours)
1.1 What makes China? Geography, History and Culture
1.2 Money cannot talk! Command Economy and Lessons Learned
 Materials:
Textbook：Naughton （Chapters 1-6）
1.1-1 Greif, A. and Tabellini, G., 2010. Cultural and institutional bifurcation: China and
Europe compared. The American economic review, 100(2), pp.135-140.
1.1-2 Chen, T., Kung, J.K.S. and Ma, C., 2017. Long Live Keju! The Persistent Effects
of China's Imperial Examination System, Working paper.
1.2-1 Kung, J.K.S. and Chen, S., 2011. The tragedy of the nomenklatura: Career
incentives and political radicalism during China's Great Leap famine. American
Political Science Review, 105(1), pp.27-45.
Module 2: Government and the other economic players （10 credit hours）
2.1 Almighty government! Political Incentives and a Government’s Role in Economy
2.2 State-owned Enterprises
2.3 Private Firms
2.4 Foreign companies: How to excel in Chinese Market!
2.5 The competitiveness of Chinese firms
 Materials
Textbook：Naughton （Chapters 14-15）
2.1-1 Li, H. and Zhou, L.A., 2005. Political turnover and economic performance: the
incentive role of personnel control in China. Journal of public economics, 89(9),
pp.1743-1762.
2.1-2 Blanchard, O. and Shleifer, A., 2001. Federalism with and without political
centralization: China versus Russia. IMF staff papers, 48(1), pp.171-179.
2.1-3 Video: Eric X. Li, A tale of two political systems
https://www.ted.com/talks/eric_x_li_a_tale_of_two_political_systems
2.2-1 Fan, J.P., Wong, T.J. and Zhang, T., 2007. Politically connected CEOs, corporate
governance, and Post-IPO performance of China's newly partially privatized
2

firms. Journal of financial economics, 84(2), pp.330-357.
2.3-1 Li, H., Meng, L., Wang, Q. and Zhou, L.A., 2008. Political connections, financing
3 / 5 and firm performance: Evidence from Chinese private firms. Journal of development
economics, 87(2), pp.283-299.
2.4-1 Plafker, Ted, Doing Business in China: How to Profit in the World's Fastest Growing
Market, Business Plus, 2008.
2.5-1 Schwab, K. (2018). The Global Competitiveness Report 2018. World Economic
Forum. www.weforum.org/gcr.
2.5-2 Wang, Yuquan (2020). The Indispensable China: Seize New Opportunities in the
Global Innovation Ecology (in Chinese). China CITIC Press.
Note: a. Homework 1 is to be assigned.
Module 3: Finance (8 credit hours)
3.1 Banking industry
3.2 Equity Market
 Materials
Textbook：Naughton （Chapters 16-19）
3.1-1 Cull, Robert & Xu, Lixin Colin, 2003. "Who gets credit? The behavior of
bureaucrats and state banks in allocating credit to Chinese state-owned
enterprises," Journal of Development Economics, Elsevier, vol. 71(2), pages 533-559.
3.1-2 Zhang, J., Wang, L., & Wang, S. (2012). Financial development and economic
growth: Recent evidence from China. Journal of Comparative Economics, 40(3), 393412.
3.1-3 Lin, J. Y., Sun, X., & Wu, H. X. (2015). Banking structure and industrial growth:
Evidence from China. Journal of banking & Finance, 58, 131-143.
Homework 1 is due!
Open-book Midterm (2 credit hours)
Module 4: Education, Labor and Marriage （10 credit hours）
4.1 Population & education
4.2 Human capital crisis in the future
4.3 Labor market, gender inequality and marriage market
 Materials
Textbook：Naughton （Chapters 8-10）
4.1-1 Video: 10 China’s one-child policy facts, WatchMojo. Com, Nov 6, 2015,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iOnEdIQAjfo
4.1-2 Fong, V.L., 2002. China's One‐Child Policy and the Empowerment of Urban
Daughters. American Anthropologist, 104(4), pp.1098-1109.
4.1-3 Zeng, Y., & Hesketh, T. (2016). The effects of China's universal two-child
policy. The Lancet, 388(10054), 1930-1938.
4/5
4.2-1 Li, H., Loyalka, P., Rozelle, S. and Wu, B., 2017. Human Capital and China's
Future Growth. The Journal of Economic Perspectives, 31(1), pp.25-47.
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4.3-1 Meng, X., 2012. Labor market outcomes and reforms in China. The Journal of
Economic Perspectives, 26(4), pp.75-101.
4.3-2 Fincher, L.H., 2016. Leftover women: The resurgence of gender inequality in
China. Zed Books Ltd.
4.3-3 Video: Sheryl Sandberg: Why we have too few women leaders
https://www.ted.com/playlists/486/ted_talks_by_strong_women_lead
Homework 2 is to be assigned!
Module 5: Unbalanced Growth and Inequality (6 credit hours)
5.1 Unbalanced regional development and its welfare implication
5.2 Inequality and poverty reduction
 Materials
Textbook：Naughton （Chapters 6, 11-13）
5.1-1 Kanbur, R. and Zhang, X., 2005. Fifty years of regional inequality in China: a
journey through central planning, reform, and openness. Review of development
Economics, 9(1), pp.87-106.
5.1-2 Ho, C.Y. and Li, D., 2010. Spatial dependence and divergence across Chinese
cities. Review of Development Economics, 14(2), pp.386-403.
5.1-3 UNDP, The China Human Development Report, 2013: Sustainable and Liveable
Cities: Toward Ecological Civilization
5.2-1 Voitchovsky, S., 2009. Inequality and economic growth. The Oxford Handbook
of Economic Inequality, Oxford University Press, Oxford.
5.2-2 Ravallion, M., 2009. A comparative perspective on poverty reduction in Brazil,
China and India.
Module 6: China, the World and the future (10 credit hours)
6.1 Invited Lecture 1: International trade and FDI in China by Dr. Yiqing Xie from
Shanghai Academy of Social Science
6.2 Invited Lecture 2: China-US trade war by Prof. Chen Bo from Huazhong
University of Science and Technology
6.3 Where will China head for?
 Materials
6.1 Naughton (Chapters 16-17)
6.2-1 Video: Kevin Rudd, Are China and the US doomed to conflict
https://www.ted.com/talks/kevin_rudd_are_china_and_the_us_doomed_to_confli
ct#t-1040471
6.3-1 Xi Jinping, Secure a Decisive Victory in Building a Moderately Prosperous
Society in All Respects and Strive for the Great Success of Socialism with Chinese
5/5
Characteristics for a New Era, a report delivered at the 19th National Congress of the
Communist Party of China, 2017
6.3-2 Video: Dambisa Moyo, Is China the new idol for emerging economies?
https://www.ted.com/talks/dambisa_moyo_is_china_the_new_idol_for_emerging_economies#
t-967553
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Note: 1. Homework 2 is due!
Final Essay (2 credit hour)
The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
Class participation is highly recommended. Students are encouraged to share their thoughts or
current works in class.
Grading & Evaluation:
Grading: Passing grade is 60
 Class Performance 10%
 Two short-answer homework 20%
 One open-book midterm: 30%
 Final Essay: 40%
Teaching Materials & References:
Textbook：
Naughton, Barry, The Chinese Economy: Adaptation and Growth, 2nd Edition, MIT Press,
2018.
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Corporate Finance
Global Program on Economics and Finance
Course Title

Corporate Finance

Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
The purpose of this course is to help the students develop general insights
on important topics in the area of corporate finance. After this course,
Course
they are expected to develop skills and knowledge necessary for the
Objectives
financial management of the corporations. Also, they will learn to find
answers to corporate issues based upon theoretical models and empirics in
this course.
This course covers a wide range of topics in corporate finance including
Course
valuation of various assets in the capital markets, real options, financial
Description statement analysis, firm's capital structure and pay out policy, short-term
financial planning, corporate governance and M&A.
Course Requirements:
Prerequisites:
Micro-economics
Credit

3

Teaching Methods:
Lecture, presentation, group discussion
Instructor's Academic Background:
Qi Quan is the associate professor of School of Economics, Fudan University since 2009.
She got her Ph.d in Finance from Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium in 2008. She has
been teaching undergraduate and graduate courses in finance and corporate finance for years.
Moreover, she has publications in highly-valued academic journals such as Journal of
Comparative Economics, Journal of Law and Economics and Journal of Financial
Intermediation.
Email: quanqi@fudan.edu.cn
Course Schedule
1. Outline and introduction of the course
2. Time value of money and present value
3. Risk and return
4. Optimal portfolio choice and CAPM
5. Fundamentals of capital budgeting
6. Real options
7. Financial statement analysis
8. Equity and debt financing
9. Estimating cost of capital
10. Theories on capital structure
1

11. Stock and firm valuation
12. Payout policy
13. Advanced valuation
14. Working capital management and short-term financial planning
15. Corporate governance
16. Mergers and acquisitions
17. Review and class discussion
18. Final exam

The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
Project of firm valuation

Grading & Evaluation:
Attendance
5%
Project
15%
Final exam
80%

Teaching Materials & References:
Class notes and "Corporate Finance", Jonathan Berk and Peter Demarzo, Pearson;
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Cross-Cultural Psychology
Global Program on Economics and Finance
Course Title
Credit

Course
Objectives

Course
Description

Cross-Cultural Psychology
Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:
 Have a solid understanding of basic concepts and theories of
cross-cultural Psychology
 Master a useful set of critical thinking tools with which to
examine, analyze, and evaluate the field of cross-cultural
psychology
 Apply psychological concepts and theories of social and
cross-cultural psychology to their own experience of cultural
adaptation and awareness
 Get a better understanding of the broader filed of Psychology.
3

The field of psychology is very broad and covers both the Micro-level
analyses of nerve cell processes and the macro-level analyses of cultural
systems. This course offers a combination of key areas in psychology (e.g.,
perception, emotion, motivation, personality, and mental health et al.) each
viewed through a cultural lens. Students will be introduced to the basics of
the scientific method and provided an opportunity to apply their acquired
knowledge in a current cultural context. It is hoped that the approach taken
in this course will complement and enrich the students’ experience while
living and studying in a new culture, on both academic and personal levels.

Course Requirements:
Prerequisites:
Students who are interested in what cross-cultural psychology is about and how it is relevant
to their lives are all welcomed.
Teaching Methods:
• Lectures
• Class discussions
• Student presentations
Instructor's Academic Background:
Yang Jinmian (jinmianyang@fudan.edu.cn): Ph.D. in Psychology at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, postdoctoral fellow at the University of California, San Diego.
Dr. Yang is currently an assistant professor at the Department of Psychology, School of
Public Development and Social Policy, Fudan University. Her main research interests include
eye movements during reading Chinese and English, and has published about 20 papers in
English.
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Email：jinmianyang@fudan.edu.cn
Course Schedule (arranged by week, two lectures per week)
1.1 Introduction to course (syllable)
1.2 Chapter 1. Understanding Cross-Cultural Psychology
2.1 & 2.2 Chapter 2.

Critical thinking in Cross-Cultural Psychology

3.1 & 3.2 Chapter 3.

Methodology of Cross-Cultural Research

4.1 Chapter 4.
4.2 Chapter 5.

Cognition: Sensation, Perception and States of Consciousness
Intelligence

5.1 Chapter 6. Emotion
5.2 Study and discuss classis research on emotion (related research paper will be
provided before this class).
6.1 Chapter 7. Motivation and Behavior
6.1 Learning (behavioral psychology)
7.1 & 7.2 Chapter 8.

Human Development and Socialization

8.1 & 8.2 Chapter 11. Personality and the Self
9.1 & 9.2 Student presentation
10.1 Chapter 9. Psychological Disorders.
10.2 Brief introduction of Psychological Therapies
11.1 & 11.2 Chapter 10. Social Perception, Social Cognition, and Social Interaction.
12.1 Chapter 12. Applied Cross-Cultural Psychology: Some Highlights
12.2 Course review
13. Open book exam
The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
1. Weekly assignment
Each student will be asked to post at least two discussion questions about the weekly
readings.
2. Group presentation (4-6 students per group):
Students will pick from among the topics we covered during the lectures and discuss its
real-life applications. They could also analyze a movie of their own choice. The analysis will
be through the lens of the topics discussed in relation to stereotypes, prejudice, and
2

discrimination.

Grading & Evaluation:
• Course participation – 20%
• Weekly homework – 20%
• Group Presentation – 20%
• Final Exam – 40%
Course Participation
Students are required to attend all classes and to actively participate in discussions and in
class assignments. The grade for participation is based on active involvement in class
discussions (with the acknowledgement that some need encouragement to express their
views or raise questions) and knowledge of the assigned readings.
The final exam will be a open-book written exam composed of multiple-choice questions and
short-essay questions.
No make-up exam.
Teaching Materials & References:
Textbook: Eric B. Shiraev & David A. Levy. Cross-Cultural Psychology, Critical thinking
and contemporary applications (6th Edition, 2016), Routledge Publisher.
Chinese version:
Eric B. Shiraev & David A. Levy 著，侯玉波等译。跨文化心理学 批判性思维和当代的
应用（第 4 版）, 中国人民大学出版社.
Relevant readings：
彭凯平著，吾心可鉴-跨文化沟通，清华大学出版社，2020 年。
Supplementary research papers will be given after each class.
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Culture Resources of Cities in China
Global Program on Economics and Finance
Course Title
Credit

Course
Objectives

Course
Description

Culture Resources of Cities in China
Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
Integrating current concepts, research findings and several best-practice case
studies, students will gain an understanding of the highly broad and complex
web of the culture resources in China. A group project culminates in the
generation of a development plan and marketing strategy for a destination in
a Chinese. Readings, assignments, discussions, other course materials and a
structured approach support the development of the project.
3

Upon completion of the course, students will be able to:
 Build up a framework of cultural resources development;
 Apply stakeholder theories to establish cultural resources development
institution for cities in China;
 Apply marketing principles to promote cities in China.
City culture is a unique attraction for the visitors to get special experience
and education. This course examines cities rich in cultural heritages and
develops a theoretical framework to understand the development of city
culture for city destinations. Through field trips to the main cultural
attractions in a city, students are required to analyze the development plans
and marketing strategies for these destinations.

Course Requirements:
Prerequisites: Introductory Chinese History
Teaching Methods:
The instructional approach for this course is a blend of lecture, field trip, mid-term exam,
independent research, class discussions, activities and case studies, using collaborative
processes. Lecture units include readings/ viewings/ listening and assignments to educate
students and provide them with deep insight and prepare them for class discussion and field
trip, enabling them to complete course requirements.
Students are required to select their project subjects before the field trip, prepare all the
background information and work out their research method to finish their report. Students are
expected to be fully engaged and participate in all aspects of the course.
Field trip: choose a cultural resource in a Chinese city and visit that place. Through field
trips to the cultural attractions, students are required to interview local
residents, merchants, experts and tourists; conduct on-site observation or questionnaire
investigation to analyze the development plans and marketing strategies for these cultural
1

attractions.
Branding video: a commercial to advertise the cultural attraction you selected in
the city (2-3 minutes). You should also collect video materials during your field
trips.
Written report: Please select a cultural attraction of the city and develop it as a city
brand. This is a group project, composed by an oral presentation, a 3
minutes branding video, and a written report. In your written report, the following
parts should be included: Introduction (What and why you select this cultural
attraction as the subject of your project); Strategy (How to develop this cultural
attraction in the city brand); Audience (What is the target market of your
strategy, market characteristics); Channel (How to communicate your brand to the
target market).
Instructor's Academic Background:
Prof. SHEN Han received her PhD from the China Academy of Social Sciences, Master in
Marketing from Nottingham University, UK and Bachelor in Economics from Fudan
University. She has worked at Hong Kong Polytechnic University as a post-doctoral fellow
(2006-2008), at George Washington University (2012) and Pennsylvania State University
(2014-2015) as a visiting scholar. Prof. SHEN has published more than 60 academic papers
and 5 books in the research fields of city culture development, city tourism, consumer
behavior and destination marketing.
Email: shen_han@fudan.edu.cn
Course Schedule
Unit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7-9
10
11-12

Topics
Course Overview & Intro to Cities
in China
Historic cities in China
Theories and methods in
destination marketing
Integrated communications in city
branding
Public systems in cities
Stakeholders and development
institution
Field trip in a city
Evaluation of culture resources
Project presentation and video
show

2

Hours
3

Notes & Assignments
Team building

6
6

Case study
Assign the project topics

6

Case study

6
6

Case study
Mid-term exam

12
3
6

Interviews & On-site discussion
Case study
Submit the final report

The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
Online class participation is highly recommended. Students are encouraged to share their
thoughts or current works in class.
Grading & Evaluation:
Each student's grade will reflect achievement in a combination of the following areas
(subject to change), with final weighting still to be determined. Due to the high level
of in-class participation required, attendance is mandatory unless negotiated with the
instructor in advance.
Requirement
Attendance/ Classroom Participation
Mid-term exam
Presentation with a branding video
Written Submission of the Development
and Marketing Plan

Weight
10%
30%
30%
30%

Grading
The grade will be based upon the total of 100 points:
A= 90-100 A-=85-89 B+=80-84 B=75-79 B-=70-74 C+=65-69 C=60-64 F= Below 60
Teaching Materials & References:
Every class will be an event unto its own, where doing, listening, engaging and learning are
the priorities. Reading, watching videos and listening to audio files are all part of the mix and
will be assigned on each session. These will become important touchstones for our class
conversations, exercises, role-playing, activities, assignments and exam.
Textbooks & Readings
1. Anthony Travis, Planning for Tourism, Leisure and Sustainability: International Case
Studies,
2015
2. Jie Li, Shanghai Homes: Palimpsests of Private Life (Global Chinese Culture), 2014
3. Steven Pike, Destination Marketing: An Integrated Marketing Communication Approach,
Butterworth-Heinemann, 2008
4. Attached the reading package
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Intermediate Macroeconomics
Course Title
Credit

Course
Objectives

Course
Description

Intermediate Macroeconomics
Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
The primary goal of this course is to help students develop a consistent way
of thinking about some key macroeconomic phenomena. In particular, we
aim to address the following key questions:
(i) What drives economic growth? What explains the large differences in
economic performance across different countries?
(ii) Why does macroeconomic activity fluctuate? How do different shocks
and policies affect output, consumption and investment over the
business cycle?
(iii) Can the government do better with fiscal and monetary policy with the
macroeconomic fluctuations and how?
The course will cover the basic concepts of the macroeconomics, such
as the determination of income, consumption, investment, the price level
and interest rates, in the economy. The economy will be analyzed in the
short run (whereby sticky prices applies), in the medium run (real business
cycle) and in the long run (economic growth). The insights of Keynesian
and classical theories will be integrated. During the course a variety of
models will be presented. As macroeconomics is an empirical discipline,
the course will also cover statistical data presentation and interpretation and
attempt to confront the theories with empirical facts.
3

Course Requirements:
Prerequisites:
Principles of Economics, Calculus
Teaching Methods:
Lecture, and Q & A.
Instructor's Academic Background:
The instructor, Jing Zhou, received the Ph.D. degree and Master of Philosophy degree in
Economics from the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology in 2016 and 2011,
respectively. She obtained the Master of Philosophy degree in Management and Bachelor
degree from Tsinghua University in 2009 and 2007, respectively. She joined School of
Economics, Fudan University since 2016 and also works for Shanghai Institute of
International Finance and Economics as a researcher since 2020. Her research interest is
macroeconomics, macro finance and Chinese economy. Her work was published in Journal
of Monetary Economics and other top Chinese journals.
Email：jingzhou@fudan.edu.cn
Course Schedule
1

This outline may change as the session proceeds.
Part I: Economics Growth (Long run)
(i) Basic facts of economic growth
(ii) Solow model
(iii) Variations of Solow model
Part II: Real Business Cycle (Medium run)
(i) Basic facts of real business cycles
(ii) Basic model of real business cycle
(iii) Variations of real-business-cycle model
(iv) Efficiency of market equilibrium
(v) Fiscal and Monetary policy
Part III: New Keynesian Model (Short run)
(i) Motivations for New Keynesian Model
(ii) Basic setup of New Keynesian Model
(iii) Main implications of New Keynesian Model
The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
N.A.
Grading & Evaluation:
Attendance rate: 10%
Assignment: 50%
Final exam: 40%
Teaching Materials & References:
Lecture notes mainly.
Barro, Macroeconomics: A Modern Approach, Thomson Higher Education, any version.
Blanchard and Johnson, Macroeconomics, Pearson, any version.
Other classic textbooks on Intermediate Macroeconomics.
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Intermediate Microeconomics
Global Program on Economics and Finance
Course Title
Credit
Course
Objectives
Course
Description

Intermediate Microeconomics
Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
This course aims to help students to learn the principles of economics; to
understand the decision of consumers and producers, market structure and
general equilibrium; to use the mathematic tools and make the economic
analysis qualitatively and quantitatively.
The course includes five parts mainly: (i) consumer theory, (ii) production,
(iii) market structure and game theory, (iv) general equilibrium, welfare and
externality, (v) information and public goods
3

Course Requirements:
Prerequisites: Advanced Mathematics and Microeconomics principles
Teaching Methods:
Lecture, group discussion and presentation
Instructor's Academic Background:
Xiao Wei is the pofessor of the School of Economics, Fudan University. He received his
Ph.D. in 2010 from Columbia University.
Teaching: Microeconomics, Intermediate Microeconomics, Advanced Microeconomics.
Research field: microeconomic theory, decision theory and behavioral economics. The
main contributions are published in top economic journals such as American Economic
Review, Journal of Economic Theory, American Economic Journal: Microeconomics, the
Economic Journal etc.
Email: weixiao@fudan.edu.cn
Course Schedule
1. Introduction (2)
2. Budget constraint and preferences (2)
3. Utility function and choice (2)
4. Demand and revealed preferences (2)
5. Slutsky equation and endowments (2)
6. Intertemporal choice, choice under uncertainty and capital markets (4)
7. Consumer surplus and market demand (2)
8. Equilibrium and auction (2)
9. Technology, profit maximization (2)
10. Cost minimization and cost curves (2)
11. Individual supply and industry supply (2)
12. Monopoly and monopoly behavior (2)
1

13. Factor markets and oligopoly (2)
14. Game theory (2)
15. General Equilibrium (2)
16. Welfare and externality (2)
17. Behavior Economics, information technology, public goods and asymmetric information,
group discussion and presentation (4)
18. Final review (2)
The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
Four chapters will be distributed to students and each group will make a presentation to
cover half a chapter.
Grading & Evaluation:
Attendace: 10%
Homework: 10%,
Group Discussion and Presentation 20%, Final Exam: 60%

Teaching Materials & References:
Hal R. Varian, Intermediate Microeconomics: A Modern Approach (9th Edition)
Robert S. Pindyck and Danial L. Rubinfeld, Microeconomics (8th Edition)
Christian Gollier, The Economics of Risk and Time
Andreu Mas-Collel, Michael D. Whinston and Jerry R. Green, Microeconomic Theory
Lecture notes and slides
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International Finance
Global Program on Economics and Finance
Course Title
Credit

Course
Objectives

International Finance
Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
We are going to cover the most important issues of international economy in
the last 20 years. Why China could export so much and accumulate huge
foreign reserves? Why was the global economy are seriously unbalanced
before the 2008 crisis, with China and Germany in one side, while America
and the southern European countries on the other side? Was the Euro turmoil
just the aftershock of the American crisis, or a doomed disaster of the
defective Euro system? And as to the future, what is the reform direction of
the international monetary system, what is a better framework of global
financial governance, and what is the trend of our global economy?
3

To address the above questions, we will equip you with the following tools:
(1) basic concepts of the international finance, such as the exchange rates,
the balance of payments, the main types of financial crisis, etc.
(2) mainstream theory and analysis frameworks, including the workhorse
models of small-open economy, policy games between countries, and causes
of financial crisis.
(3) useful empirical analysis skills, arranging from data collection, statistical
description, to econometric analysis.
I hope you are interested in these topics and like to put efforts into reading,
analysis and discussion, which will bring with you not only clearer visions of
the past, but also deeper insights for the future.

Course
Description

This course focus on the theory and practice of international finance,
introducing the concepts and theories of exchange rates and balance of
payments, followed by macroeconomic policies in an open economy.

Course Requirements:
Prerequisites:
Macroeconomics and statistics. Econometrics and software experience (such as Excel and
Stata) are preferred but not required.
Teaching Methods:
Lecture (online live), presentation, group discussion
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Instructor's Academic Background:
Dr. Fan received her PhD from the School of Economics, Fudan University in 2005. She is
currently a lecturer in the School of Economics, Fudan University. Her research direction is
macroeconomics. She teaches macroeconomics, international finance, and mathematical
economics and has published papers in academic journals such as Economic Research and
World Economy. She has hosted research projects of the National Natural Science Foundation
and Shanghai Philosophy and Social Sciences. The "Macroeconomics" textbook written in
cooperation with Professor Yuan Zhigang won the first prize of Excellent Teaching Materials
Award of Shanghai Excellent Universities (2011).
Email: fanxy@fudan.edu.cn
Course Schedule
This outline may change as the session proceeds.
Lec.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Content
Introduction and Exchange Rate(EX)
Theories of EX
Exchange rate policy and crisis
The Balance of Payments(BOP)
Theories of BOP
Global imbalance and crisis
International monetary system and reform
International banking crisis
Sovereign debt crisis
Euro crisis and reform
Global financial crisis in history
International cooperation and governance
Global financial network
Examination

Exercise
√
√

Discussion

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
Exercise, discussion.
Grading & Evaluation:
The grading will include three parts:
 (30%) 3-4 times of group exercises in class, such as the calculation of exchange rates
and statistical analysis of data;
 (30%) 3-4 times of group discussion and report in class.
 (40%) 1 short paper within 1000 words (about 2-3 pages of A4 paper), on the topic,
selected and finished by individual.
It should be noted that attendance is expected and will be taken in each class.
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Teaching Materials & References:
This course is based on two textbooks, and some additional readings.
Required:
R.C. Feenstra and A.M. Taylor: International Macroeconomics(3th ed.), New York:
McGraw-Hill, 2014
Supplement:
P.R. Krugman, M. Obstfeld, and Marc Melitz: International Finance: Theory and Policy(11th
ed.), Pearson, 2017
Additional:
 C.M. Reinhart and K. Rogoff: This Time is Different: Eight Centuries of Financial
Folly, Princeton University Press, 2009
 D. Rodrik: The globalization paradox: why global markets, states, and democracy
can't coexist, Oxford University Press, 2011
 A. Turner: Between debt and the devil: Money, credit, and fixing global finance,
Princeton University Press, 2017
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International Trade
Global Program on Economics and Finance
Course Title
Credit

International Trade
Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
After you finish the course, you are supposed to
3


Course
Objectives





Course
Description

Understand different sources of gains from trade and therefore different
types of international trade theories.
Understand different trade policies and their corresponding welfare
effects.
Match the international trade theories to real-life international trade data
and trade policies.
Be able to generate an import and export industry report from the data
digging to deeper theoretical and empirical analyses.

The purpose of this course is to help students understand the basics of
international trade and the effects of various international economic policies
on domestic and world welfare, with an empirical focus on China trade and
foreign direct investment. The course will highlight sources of comparative
advantage, gains and losses from trade, the impact of trade on economic
growth, and effects of trade policy interventions such as tariffs, quotas,
voluntary export restraints, and export subsidies. In doing so, it will
emphasize both theoretical (mathematical/analytical) models as well as
empirical studies of how well those models fit “real world” data. Moreover,
the course will frequently compare and contrast alternative
theories/conceptions of the nature of international trade and the gains or
losses thereof.

Understanding the economic intuitions behind the technically demanding
models as well as thinking critically about the assumptions behind the
theories and how well they fit actual trading economies will be a major
focus. I will try to strike a balance between the "extensive" and the
"intensive" margins of the course materials: the extensive margin refers to an
overview of various topics in the field of international trade, while the
intensive margin means technical training and empirical real-life cases in
China on selected topics.
Course Requirements:
Prerequisites: Microeconomics principles at least, intermediate microeconomics preferred.
Teaching Methods:
Lectures (online live), guest speech, in-class assignments and group project
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Instructor's Academic Background:
Dr. Yiqing Xie is an assistant research professor at Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences. She
received her PhD in Economics from the University of Colorado at Boulder in 2012. She has
been teaching Economics including microeconomics, macroeconomics and international
economics since 2008 at the University of Colorado at Boulder, the University of North
Dakota and Fudan University. Her research interest is international economics and foreign
direct investment.
Email: yiqingxie@gmail.com
Course Schedule
Tentative Schedule and Reading List:
Topic No.
Contents
1
Syllabus and Introduction
Overview of the World Economy
2
The Recardian Model
Absolute and comparative advantage,
International equilibrium,
Wage, and Distribution of Gains between
countries
3
The Heckscher-Ohlin Model
H-O Theorem, Factor Price Equalization
Theorem, Rybczynski
Theorem,
and Stolper-Samuelson Theorem
4
The Specific-Factor Model
Ricardo-Viner, and Jones
5
Trade in Factors of Production and Trade
in Goods
Substitutability/complementarity between
trade in factors of
production
and trade in goods
6
Imperfect Competition and IRS
Oligopoly, and Monopolistic competition:
love of variety and
ideal variety
7
Heterogeneous Firms and Industry
Reallocation
Monopolistic competition with heterogenous
firms: trade
creates industry reallocation effects
8
Trade Protection Policies
2

Reading List
Feenstra and Taylor,
Chapter 1
Feenstra and Taylor,
Chapter 2

Feenstra and Taylor,
Chapter 4

Feenstra and Taylor,
Chapter 3
Feenstra and Taylor,
Chapter 5

Feenstra and Taylor,
Chapter 6

Melitz (2003)

Feenstra and Taylor,

9

10

Different trade protection policies and their
pros and cons.
Foreign Direct Investment and
Multinational Firms
Dunning OLI, Exporting vs. FDI, Knowledge
capital model,
and Outsourcing vs. internalization
International Trade Agreements
Trade, labor and investment: WTO, CPTPP,
B&R

Chapter 8, 10
Feenstra and Taylor,
Chapter 7

Feenstra and Taylor,
Chapter 11

The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
In-class assignments, group project , final exam (open book)
Grading & Evaluation:
Assessment in the course will consist of the following,
 In-class Assignments -- 20%: due in class
 Project: Industry Trade Analysis -- 30%: group work, due last week of class
 Final Exam -- 50%: Time and place to be determined, open book

Teaching Materials & References:
Required Textbook:
Robert C. Feenstra and Alan M. Talor, International Trade, Worth Publishers.
Suggested Textbooks:
Markusen and Maskus, International Trade: Theory and Evidence, Wiley Publishers.
Dixit and Norman, Theory of International Trade, Cambridge University Press
Helpman and Krugman, Market Structure and Foreign Trade, MIT Press
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Introductory Calculus
Global Program on Economics and Finance
Course Title

Introductory Calculus

Course
Objectives

Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
The main objective is to provide students with the foundations of calculus
mostly used in economics and science.

Course
Description

This course provides an introduction to calculus. Topics include basic
functions, limit and continuity, Derivative and differential, application of
mean value theorem and derivative, indefinite integral.

Credit
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Course Requirements:
Prerequisites: high school mathematics
Teaching Methods:
Lecture (online live)
Instructor's Academic Background:
Hongxin Zhu is an associate professor of the School of Economics, Fudan University. He
received both his BS and PhD in Math from Fudan University. From 1993, he has been
teaching courses such as Advanced Mathematics, Linear Algebra, Probability and
Mathematical Statistics, Game Theory, Economics of Information, Econometrics, Advanced
Econometrics.
Email: zhuhongxin@fudan.edu.cn
Course Schedule
• Chapter 1 Function, 6 hours
The concept of function, domain of function, piecewise function, inverse function, composite
function, elementary function
• Chapter 2 Limit and continuity, 12 hours
Sequence and limit, function limit, two important limits, infinity and infinitesimal, equivalent
infinitesimal, continuity and continuous function, properties of continuous functions on closed
interval.
• Chapter 3 Derivative and differential, 12 hours
Concept of derivative, derivative operation and derivative formula, compound function
derivation rule, derivative method of implicit function, differential, higher order derivative,
higher order differential.
• Chapter 4 Application of mean value theorem and derivative, 12 hours
Rolle mean theorem, Lagrange mean theorem and Cauchy mean theorem, Taylor formula,
l’Hopital’s rule, monotonicity and concavity of functions, extreme of functions, maximum and
1

minimum, mapping function, derivative and differential in Economics.
• Chapter 5 Indefinite integral, 12 hours
Primitive function and indefinite integral, basic integral formulas, element method, step by
step method, special types of integral function.
The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
Set homework every week, and half hour class exercise every week.
Grading & Evaluation:
Students are required to do homework, which accounts for about 30% of the grade. The other
70% is left for an open-book final examination.

Teaching Materials & References:
Textbook: Calculus, by Zhao Shuyuan, Press of Renmin University of China
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Introductory Macroeconomics
Global Program on Economics and Finance
Course Title

Introductory Macroeconomics

Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
This course is designed as an introduction to basic concepts and theories of
Course
macroeconomics. Students are supposed to develop a good command of
Objectives
macroeconomic models and an understanding of key macroeconomic
issues.
The course is organized in four parts.
Part I provides a brief introduction of core questions in macroeconomics,
the development of macroeconomic theory, and key macroeconomic
indicators.
Part II studies determinants of short-run economic growth. A simple
equilibrium model in the goods market and its extensions, IS-LM model,
Course
and AD-AS model will be introduced. Monetary and fiscal policies will
Description
also be discussed.
Part III examines the economy in the long run, tools of modern growth
theory will be introduced.
Part IV focuses on advanced topics in macroeconomics, including savings
and consumption theory, investment theory, and the Mundell-Fleming
model in an open economy.
Course Requirements:
Prerequisites:
Principles of economics
Credit
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Teaching Methods:
Lectures, presentations and group discussions.
Instructor's Academic Background:
Hong GAO is an assistant professor at the School of Economics, Fudan University. Her
research covers the fields of urban economics and labor economics.
Email：gaohong@fudan.edu.cn
Course Schedule
Part I: Introduction
(a) Key questions in macroeconomics
(b) The development of macroeconomic theory
(c) Measuring the value of economic activity: GDP
(d) Other important macroeconomic variables
Part II: The economy in the short run
1

(a) Equilibrium in the goods market
(b) Financial market and the IS-LM model
(c) Aggregate demand and supply model
(d) The Phillips curve
(e) Macroeconomic policy
Part III: The economy in the long run
(a) Economic growth and development
(b) Harrod-Domar model, Solow model, and endogenous growth theory
(c) Growth empirics and policy
Part IV: Topics in macroeconomic theory
(a) Consumption theory and its development
(b) Investment decisions
(c) Open economy and the Mundell-Fleming model
The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
Students are required to miss no more than two classes and complete 2 problem sets. You
may discuss the homework problems with your classmates, but copying is not allowed.
Homework should be handed in on time, and late homework will not be accepted.
Grading & Evaluation:
Class participation: 5%
Homework: 25%
Midterm: 30%
Final: 40%

Teaching Materials & References:
Lecture notes
Mankiw, Gregory, 2018, Macroeconomics, 10th edition, World Publishers.
Yuan, Zhigang and Xiaoyan Fan, 2015, Macroeconomics (in Chinese), 2nd edition, Higher
Education Press.
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Introductory Microeconomics
Global Program on Economics and Finance
Course Title
Credit
Course
Objectives
Course
Description

Introductory Microeconomics

Instructor

Zhang Tao

Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
This course seeks to introduce microeconomic analysis, learn standard
basic microeconomic theory and use economic tools to analyze economic
policies, with a focus on the development of economic intuition.
Introductory Microeconomics explains the basic principles of
microeconomics, consumer and producer choices, market structure, factor
markets, and government policies.
3

Course Requirements:
Prerequisites:
elementary calculus (i.e. basic uni-variate calculus)
Teaching Methods:
This course is taught based on textbooks, with some examples and discussion, focusing on
memorization of definitions and concepts and building the critical thinking capacity of the
students.
Instructor's Academic Background:
Tao ZHANG
Associate Professor, Fudan University, 2010
Assistant Professor, Fudan University, 2003
PhD in Economics, Fudan University, 2003.
Research Area: Economic Growth, International Trade
Email: zhangtao@fudan.edu.cn
Course Schedule
1.Preliminaries and The Basics of Supply and Demand
2.Consumer Behavior
3.Individual and Market Demand
4.Production
5.The Cost of Production
6.Profit Maximization and Competitive Supply
7.The Analysis of Competitive Markets
8.Market Power: Monopoly and Monopsony
9.Pricing with Market Power
10.Monopolistic Competition and Oligopoly
11.Markets for Factor Inputs
12.General Equilibrium and Economic Efficiency
13.Externalities and Public Goods
1

14.Final Exam
The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
case discussion: market structure and pricing, government regulation;
exercises (demand and supply, consumer behavior, producer behavior, pricing under different
types of market structures.)
Grading & Evaluation:
There will be four homework problem sets, each with 10 points, totally counting for 40% of
the final course grade. There will also be a two-hour final, which will cover all of the course
materials. This will count as the remaining 60% of the grade.
Teaching Materials & References:
Pindyck, R., & Rubinfeld, D. (2020). Microeconomics (9th ed.). China Renmin University
Press.. [required]
A more detailed reading list will be supplied prior to the start of the program.
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Introductory Statistics
Global Program on Economics and Finance
Course Title
Credit

Course
Objectives

Course
Description

Introductory Statistics
Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
This course will help students understand basics of statistics, including
estimation, sampling distributions，hypotheses testing, categorical data and
nonparametric methods, and linear statistical models. Students will also learn
how to use Excel, STATA, R to conduct simple statistical analyses.
3

This course is the first course in statistics for undergraduates. It will examine
basic concepts in statistics, as well as frequentist or Bayesian view of
statistics.

Course Requirements:
Prerequisites:
Teaching Methods:
Lecture (online live)
Instructor's Academic Background:
Cai Xiaoyue, Economics PHD., Vice Professor, World Economy Department, School of
Economics, Fudan University.
Her research Fields are Digital Commerce and Trade, International Economics, including
International Trade, International Marketing and Statistics for Marketing Research.
She published a number of academic Papers and Books，got the Excellent Prize of Shanghai
Philosophy and Social Sciences Excellence Research, was Excellent Research Scholar of Ali
Research Institute, and so on.
Email: caixiaoyue@fudan.edu.cn
Course Schedule
This outline may change as the session proceeds.
54 lessons will be arranged into 14 topics, each of which covers 2-4 lessons, including concept
and formula, case study, panel discussion, software practice, etc.
Topics
1
2
3

Data and Statistics:

4

Randomness and Regularity
Collection of Data
Sample Survey
Description of Data:

4
4
1

Tabular and Graphical Displays

4

5
6

7

8

9

10

11
12
13
14

Numerical Measures
Computing Summary Statistics
Probability
Introduction to Probability
Discrete Probability Distributions
Continuous Probability Distributions
Sampling and Sampling Distributions
Drawing Conclusions:
Interval Estimation
Drawing conclusions:
Hypothesis testing
Inference About Means and Proportions with Two
Populations
Inferences About Population Variances
Relationships Between Variables
Simple Linear Regression
Regression and Correlation for Two Metric Variables
Comparing Multiple Proportions
Test of Independence and Goodness of Fit
Chi-square Analysis for Two Categorical Variables
Experimental Design and Analysis of Variance
Analysis of Variance for a Categorical and a Metric
Variable
Multivariate analysis
Multiple Regression
Regression Analysis: Model Building
Time Series Analysis and Forecasting
Nonparametric Methods
Rank Methods for Two Rank Variables
Statistics in Everyday Life:
Index Numbers
Statistics in Everyday Life:
Quality Control
Decision Analysis

4

4
4

4

4

4

4

4
4
2

The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
The instructor who has set up the network classroom in the virtual campus, the modern
technology education center or in the department's website should make the resources open to
the students as more as possible.)
The outline of this course:

(1)This Course has MOOC courses and E-books as following:
http://fudan.mooc.chaoxing.com/portal
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(2)Individual Exercises: Topic Exercise, PowerPoints, references for teaching and the
requirements for homework can all be downloaded on the university MOOC platform.

(3)Group Discussions: Homework will be published on each topics, which will be discussed by
penal groups on next lectures. Oral Presentation is at least one time for each group through the whole
semester.

Grading & Evaluation:
Check Forms: Check in Homework
Exam form

Open-book

√

50% ； Final exam 50%
Closed-book

□

Other

□

Teaching Materials & References:
Reference Books
David R. Anderson, Dennis J. Sweeney, Thomas A. Williams, Jeffrey D. Camm, James J.
Cochran; Statistics for Business & Economics, 13th Edition
Douglas A. Lind, William G Marchal, Samuel A. Wathen; Basic Statistics for Business
and Economics, 9th Edition
Gerald Keller; Statistics for Management and Economics
Gudmund R. Iversen, Mary Gergen; Statistics: The Conceptual Approach
William M. Mendenhall, Terry L. Sincich; Statistics for Engineering and the Sciences,
6TH Edition
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Labor Economics
Course Title
Credit

Course
Objectives

Labor Economics
Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
Labor economics studies how labor markets work and evaluates market
policies both in the US and China. At the end of course, students are
expected to have a firm grasp of fundamental models in labor economics
and its connections with government policy instruments. Students are also
encouraged to use statistical software Stata to complete homework
assignments and are expected to be proficient in using Stata to perform data
cleaning and regression estimations by the semester ends.
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The main topics of the course are labor supply, labor demand, equilibrium
of labor market, compensation wage, inequality in wage income, labor
Course
mobility, discrimination in labor market, human capital theory,
Description
unemployment theory and using micro-level data to analyze individual
behavior and the outcomes of labor market policies.
Course Requirements:
Prerequisites:
Microeconomics, Econometrics (Preliminary)
Teaching Methods:
Lecture, presentation, group discussion
Instructor's Academic Background:
Dr. Jin Feng is the professor of the School of Economics, the chair of the Department of
Public Economics of Fudan University, the vice director of Employment and Social Security
Research Center of Fudan. She was a visiting scholar in University of Michigan, University
of Amsterdam and Tinbergen Institute, Bank of Finland (Bofit), University of Paris1 and
Maison des sciences de l'homme. of France. She is selected into “Program for New Century
Excellent talents” by Ministry of Education of China. Her research interests focus on labor
economics, health economics and social insurance. She has papers published in Journal of
Economic Behavior and Organization, World Development, Journal of Comparative
Economics, Feminist Economics and Chinese top journals.
Email: jfeng@fudan.edu.cn
Course Schedule
This outline may change as the session proceeds.
1. Introduction



The Labor Market: Definitions, Facts, and Trends
How the Labor Market Works
1


Applications of the Theory
2. Labor supply

The labor force participation rate

The labor supply model and decisions

The labor supply curves

Estimation of labor supply elasticity

Effect of taxes and wage subsidies to labor supply

Life cycle aspects of labor supply
3. Labor demand

Production functions and labor hiring decisions

Long-run labor hiring decisions and long-run labor demand curves

Estimation of labor demand elasticity

Effects of minimum wage laws on employment
4. Labor market equilibrium

Competitive labor market and efficiency

Policy application: Wage effects of payroll taxes in labor market

Policy application: Wage and employment effect of migration and immigration in labor market

Monopsonistic conditions in labor market
5. Compensation wage




The risk of injury and wage
Policy application：Valuating life ,occupational safety and health regulation
Policy application：Wages effects of medical insurance

6. Human capital theory

Decision on education investment

Modeling the Human Capital Investment Decision

Signaling aspect of education

Training decision
7. Inequality of wage income

Earning distribution

Reasons for the widening of inequality in earnings
8. Labor mobility

Theories of labor mobility

Expressions of labor mobility in the labor market: Harrod-Domar Model

Comparison of intergenerational wage of immigrants

Job changes

Job changes & on-job trainings and ages-wages evolutions
9. Labor market discrimination




Differences in earnings by gender, race and ethnicity
Definitions of labor market discrimination
Employer discrimination、customer discrimination and employee discrimination




Statistical discrimination
Measurement of discrimination：Oaxaca procedures

10. Union

Unionism in the world：France、the US and China



Decisions in union membership
Effect of unions to employment

2


The theory of union wage effect

Other effects of the unions
11. Unemployment






Introduction of unemployment insurance policies
Determining unemployment rate
The theory of job search
Effect of unemployment insurance on duration of unemployment
Efficiency wages and unemployment

The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
 Submitting homework twice a week
 Presenting papers in the class
 Discussing papers during presentation

Grading & Evaluation:
1. Homework: 20%
2. Presentation: 10%
3. Midterm: 20%
4. Final: 50%

Teaching Materials & References:
Textbook:
George Borjas, Labor Economics, the 7th edition, McGraw-Hill Education. www.mhhe.com
Ronald Ehrenberg and Robert Smith, Modern Labor Economics – Theory and Public Policy
the 11th edition, Pearson Education.

Literature will be provided as the session proceeds
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Marketing Fundamentals
Global Program on Economics and Finance
Course Title

Marketing fundamentals

Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
The objectives of the course are to help students understand the role of
marketing and how to apply marketing concepts to a wide range of
Course
management situations; help students familiarize with the issues, methods
Objectives
and findings in the area; and enhance students’ understanding the role of
marketing manager.
This course examines classic and current topics in marketing. It will
explore the conceptual and applied dimensions of marketing management
and provide the students a foundation to understand a broad range of issues
in the area.
The first part of the course will deal with the theory and practice in
marketing strategy including marketing orientation, competitive advantage
Course
and target marketing. Next, we deal with the theories of consumer behavior.
Description
The 4Ps, product strategy, price strategy, place strategy, and promotion
strategy, will then be covered. Furthermore, we review current studies in
customer relationship management and the impact of internet on marketing.
During this course, students will have the opportunity to learn the basics
and trends in marketing, discuss marketing cases, as well as develop
marketing plans.
Course Requirements:
Prerequisites:
With Management as prerequisites, the students are expected to get prepared for lectures,
finish and submit assignments as required.
Teaching Methods:
Lectures, Discussions of assigned readings, Case Analysis, Group Projects, Student Oral
presentation, Peer Evaluation etc.
Instructor's Academic Background:
Dr. Xiong Guoyue is an associate professor of SEM at Tongji University. He received his
Ph.D. in Tongji University at 2006. His research interests include marketing management,
brand planning and business model. He has taught marketing course for undergraduates,
graduates and MBA students more than ten years. Prof. Xiong has got honor of 2nd Price
winner in Teaching competition of young teacher in Shanghai. He is also the Member of
Marketing Teaching team which has been the Shanghai Excellent Course. He has rich
teaching experience and won the “excellent teaching award in 2019” of SEM at Tongji
University. Prof. Xiong advocates guide learning, focusing on the interaction with students,
helping students think in learning, understand in thinking, and obtain in understanding,
which is well received by the students.
Credit
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Course Schedule
Unit 1(4 credit hours): Introduction to marketing, including the case of Coca-Cola and
1

Pepsi, Concept of Marketing, and the Evolution of Marketing Mix;
Unit 2(4 credit hours): Marketing Environment, including Analysis of Micro and Macro
Marketing Environment, Analysis Model of SWOT Matrix and the case discussion;
Unit 3(4 credit hours): Purchasing Behavior, including Influencing Factors of Consumer
Behavior, The Buying Decision Process, Organizational Purchasing;
Unit 4(4 credit hours): Competition, including Michael Porter´s Five Forces Model, Market
Leader and his strategy, Other competitor’s strategy;
Unit 5(4 credit hours): STP Strategy, including Market Segmentation, Targeting and
Positioning;
Unit 6(4 credit hours): Case Analysis and group presentation, the case of Lining;
Unit 7(4 credit hours): Product strategy, including Product Attributes, Product Life Cycle,
Brand Equity Services;
Unit 8(4 credit hours): Service strategy and Price Strategy, including Understanding Pricing,
Setting the Price, Pricing Methods, Price Changes;
Unit 9(4 credit hours): Place strategy and Promotion Strategy, including Channel Design
and Decisions, Marketing Communication Mix, the new trends of marketing;
Unit 10(4 credit hours): Case Analysis and group presentation, the case of Snapple;
Unit 11-13(12 credit hours): Marketing Simulation, students can use marketing theory and
method to compete in the virtual situation;
Unit 14(2 credit hours): the Final Exam.
The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
1. Group discussion on Microfridge’s case which is arranged in Unit 3;
2. Group discussion on Lining’s case which is arranged in Unit 6;
3. Group discussion on Snapple’s case which is arranged in Unit 10;
4. Marketing Simulation in Unit 11-13.
Grading & Evaluation:
Your final grade for the course will be calculated in the following way:
• 20% Class contribution
• 30% Group discussion and presentation
• 50% Final Exam (90 minutes)
Assignments and examinations will be graded according to the following grade scale:
• A 90-100
• A- 85-89
• B+ 82-84
• B
78-81
• B- 75-77
• C+ 72-74
• C
68-71
• C- 64-67
• D 60-63
• F below 60
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Teaching Materials & References:
Philip Kotler & Kevin Lane Keller. Marketing Management (15th Edition). Pearson, 2015.
Xiong Guoyue, Yuan Mingshun and Wu Sizong. Marketing,5th Edition. Tshinghua University
Press, 2017.
Al Ries, Jack Trout. Positioning: The Battle for Your Mind. McGraw-Hill, 2000.
Michael Porter. Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior Performance. Free Press,
1998.
Kevin Keller. Strategic Brand Management. Prentice Hall, 2007.
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Social Media and Social Networking
Global Program on Economics and Finance

Course Title

Social Media and Social Networking

Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
After taking this class, students will：
• gain and advance their knowledge in this area for a better understanding of the
role that social media and social networking currently play in our daily life in
both societies;
• obtain and improve their independent- and critical-thinking ability;
Course
• be able to review and criticize the influence and implications of social media
Objectives
and social networking from a cross-national, cross-cultural, and a comparative
perspective; and
• get prepared as would-be pursuers of further knowledge in relevant courses at
higher levels as well as of a career in the most viable field of media and
communication now and in the future.
This issue-driven, student-centered graduate course discusses both the theories and
practices regarding social networking and converged/integrated communication via
social media today.
This course also examines interrelationships among media, communication,
Course
politics, economy, technology, business, social institutions, and individuals, as
Description
well as a variety of issues concerning the role and influence of social media and
social networking in the society as a whole.
This course is designed for would-be researchers or pursuers of a career in the
most viable fields of employment now and in the future.
Course Requirements:
Credit

3

Teaching Methods:
This course is devoted to creating a student-centered learning environment, by adopting a balanced
approach to covering both the breadth and depth of the subjects. Course activities mainly include
lectures, reading assignments, student-led discussions, substantial discussions in an all-class or
small group setting based on assigned readings, social media activity, group project, and final
presentation.
The class meets twice a week; three hours per class meeting. Tentatively the course
will cover 9 weeks in fall 2020. All course content will be delivered and all class
meetings will be hold online through Zoom or similar videoconferencing platform.
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Instructor's Academic Background:
Prof. HAN Gang obtained his Ph.D.in Mass Communications from S. I. Newhouse School of Public
Communications, Syracuse University in 2007, Master of Arts in Journalism, Journalism School,
Fudan University in 2000 and Bachelor in Economics from International Business School, Nankai
University in 1994. His interested filed focuses in mediated health risk communication, news
framing and framing effects, public relations, and strategic communication. He has been teaching
Social Media and Social Networking for Fudan International Summer Session since 2016.
Email: ghan@iastate.edu
Course Schedule
Week 1
 Self-introduction
 Introduction to the course: syllabus, schedule, assignments, expectations
 Reading/Course reserve
 Grouping
 Discussion assignments
 Guideline for student-led discussion
 Overview of social media and social networking
 History of social media and cultural of connectivity
Reading
Book chapters:
Jose van Dijck. (2013). The Culture of Connectivity: A Critical History of Social Media. Oxford
University. (available for online reading through e-Library)
- Chapter 1 “Engineering Sociality in a Culture of Connectivity”
- Chapter 2 “Disassembling Platforms, Reassembling Sociality”
Jacob Silverman. (2015). Terms of Service. HarperCollins.
- Chapter 1 “The Ideology of Social”
Week 2
 Social networking-basics, conceptions, concerns and psychological foundations
Reading
Book chapters:
Zizi Papacharissi (Ed.) (2011). A Networked Self: Identity, Community, and Culture on Social
Network Sites. Routledge.
- “Introduction”
Borko Furht. (Ed). (2010). Handbook of Social Network Technologies and Applications. Springer.
- Chapter 1 “Social network analysis: History, Concepts and Research”
Charles Kadushin. (2012). Understanding Social Networks: Theories, Concepts and Findings.
Oxford University Press.
- Chapter 1 “Introduction”
Nicholas A. Christakis, & James H. Fowler. (2009/2011). Connected: The Surprising Power of Our
Social Networks and How They Shape Our Lives -- How Your Friends' Friends' Friends Affect
Everything You Feel, Think, and Do. NY: Little, Brown and Co.
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- Chapter 1 “In the Thick of It”
Charles Kadushin. (2012). Understanding Social Networks: Theories, Concepts and Findings.
Oxford University.
- Chapter 2 “Basic Network Concepts, Part I”
- Chapter 3 “Basic Network Concepts, Part II”
- Chapter 5 “Psychological foundations”
Week 3
 Connected and networked society
 Networked public and networked self
Reading
Book chapters:
Nicholas A. Christakis, & James H. Fowler. (2009/2011). Connected: The Surprising Power of Our
Social Networks and How They Shape Our Lives -- How Your Friends' Friends' Friends Affect
Everything You Feel, Think, and Do. NY: Little, Brown and Co.
- Chapter 2 “When You Smile, the World Smiles with You”
- Chapter 8 “Hyperconnected”
Lee Rainie, & Barry Wellman. (2012). Networked: The New Social Operating System. Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press.
- Part 1 “The Triple Revolution” (four chapters)
Book chapters:
Lee Rainie, & Barry Wellman. (2012). Networked: The New Social Operating System. Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press.
- Part 2 “How Networked Individualism works” (five chapters)
Zizi Papacharissi (Ed.) (2011). A Networked Self: Identity, Community, and Culture on Social
Network Sites. Routledge.
- Chapter 1 “Interaction of Interpersonal, Peer, and Media Influence Sources Online”
- “Conclusion”
Unpublished paper
Alise Tifentale. (2014). The Selfie: Making sense of the “Masturbation of Self-Image” and the
“Virtual Mini-Me.” The Graduate Center, The City University of New York.
Week 4
 Social media and social networking sites-1
 Facebook, connected friendship and mediated intimacy
 Twitter, Firechat, and civic engagement
Reading
Book chapters:
Jose van Dijck. (2013). The Culture of Connectivity: A Critical History of Social Media. Oxford
University.
- Chapter 3 “Facebook and the Imperative of Sharing”
Deborah Chambers. (2013). Social Media and Personal Relationships: Online Intimacies and
Networked Friendship. Palgrave MacMillan.
- Chapter 1 “Introduction”
- Chapter 2 “Technologically Mediated Personal Relationships”
- Chapter 4 “Self-Presentation Online”
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- Chapter 7 “Digital Dating and Romance”
- Chapter 9 “Mediated Intimacies”
Alex Lambert. (2013). Intimacy and Friendship on Facebook. Palgrave MacMillan.
Zizi Papacharissi (Ed.) (2011). A Networked Self: Identity, Community, and Culture on Social
Network Sites. Routledge.
- Chapter 2 “Social Network sites as Networked Publics”
- Chapter 3 “Social Networking”
- Chapter 4 “Social Network Sites as Virtual Communities”
Jacob Silverman. (2015). Terms of Service. HarperCollins.
- Chapter 2 “Engineered to Like”
Nicholas A. Christakis, & James H. Fowler. (2009/2011). Connected: The Surprising Power of Our
Social Networks and How They Shape Our Lives -- How Your Friends' Friends' Friends Affect
Everything You Feel, Think, and Do. NY: Little, Brown and Co.
- Chapter 3 “Love the One You’re With”
Journal articles:
Paul S. N. Lee, Clement Y. K. So & Louis Leung (2015). Social Media and Umbrella Movement:
insurgent public sphere in formation. Chinese Journal of Communication[Special Issue: Media
Communication and the Umbrella Movement]. DOI: 10.1080/17544750.2015.1088874
Book chapters:
Jose van Dijck. (2013). The Culture of Connectivity: A Critical History of Social Media. Oxford
University.
- Chapter 3 “Twitter and the Paradox of Following and Trending”
Paolo Gerbaudo. (2012). Tweets and the Streets: Social Media and Contemporary Activism. Pluto
Press. (available online reading at e-library)
- Chapter 1 “Friendly Reunion”
- Chapter 4 “The hashtag which did (not) start a revolution”
Zizi Papacharissi (Ed.) (2011). A Networked Self: Identity, Community, and Culture on Social
Network Sites. Routledge.
- Chapter 9 “United We Stand?”
Therese F. Tierney. (2013). The Public Space of Social Media: Connected Cultures of the Network
Society. Routledge.
- Chapter 1 “Reappropriating Social Media”
John M. Roberts. (2014). New Media and Public Activism: Neoliberalism, The State and Radical
Protest in The Public Sphere. Policy Press.
- Chapter 8 “Global social movements”
Jessica L. Beyer. (2014). Expect Us: Online Communities and Political Mobilization. Oxford
University Press.
- Chapter 1 “Online Communities and Political Mobilization”
Week 5
 Social media and social networking sites-2
 Instagram, Pinterest, Snapchat vs. Flickr
 YouTube, UGC and integration of broadcasting networks
 TicTok, and beyond
Reading
Articles:
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Yuheng Hu, Lydia Manikonda, & Subbarao Kambhampati. (2014). What We Instagram: A First
Analysis of Instagram Photo Content and User Types. Proceeding of ICWSM.
Raphael Ottoni, et al. (2013). Ladies First: Analyzing Gender Roles and Behaviors in Pinterest.
Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence.
Joseph B. Bayer, et al. (2015). Sharing the small moments: ephemeral social interaction on
Snapchat. Information, Communication & Society. DOI: 10.1080/1369118X.2015.1084349
Book chapters:
Jose van Dijck. (2013). The Culture of Connectivity: A Critical History of Social Media. Oxford
University.
- Chapter 5 “Flickr between Communities and Commerce”
Jacob Silverman. (2015). Terms of Service. HarperCollins.
- Chapter 3 “Pics or It Didn’t Happen”
- Chapter 11 “The Myth of Privacy”
Book chapters:
Jean Burgess & Joshua Green (2009). YouTube: online video and participatory culture. Cambridge;
Malden, MA: Polity.
- Chapter 1 “How YouTube Matters”
- Chapter 2 “YouTube and the Mainstream Media”
- Chapter 3 “YouTube’s Popular Culture”
Pelle Snickars & Patrick Vonderau. (Eds.). (2009). The YouTube reader. Stockholm: National
Library of Sweden.
- Chapter “The Entrepreneurial Vlogger” (in Part II)
- Chapter “The Political Economy of YouTube” (in Part V)
Jose van Dijck. (2013). The Culture of Connectivity: A Critical History of Social Media. Oxford
University.
- Chapter 6 “YouTube: The Intimate Connection between Television and Video Sharing”
Week 6
 Social Media, Journalism and News Use
 Social Media Use, and Privacy
Reading
Pew Research Center (2015). Social Media Usage: 2005-2015.
http://www.pewinternet.org/2015/10/08/social-networking-usage-2005-2015/
Pew Research Center (2014). How social media is reshaping news.
http://www.pewresearch.org/facttank/
2014/09/24/how-social-media-is-reshaping-news/
Pew Research Center (2015). The Evolving Role of News on Twitter and Facebook.
http://www.journalism.org/2015/07/14/the-evolving-role-of-news-on-twitter-and-facebook/
Pew Research Center (2013). News Use Across Social Media Platforms.
http://www.journalism.org/2013/11/14/news-use-across-social-media-platforms/
Pew Research Center (2015). How do Americans use Twitter for news?
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/08/19/how-do-americans-use-twitter-for-news/
More on Pew reports on social networking: http://www.pewinternet.org/topics/social-networking/
Journal articles:
Teresa Correa, Amber Willard Hinsley, & Homero Gil de Z iga. (2010). Who interacts on the
Web?: The intersection of users’ personality and social media use. Computers in Human Behavior
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26, 247–253.
Book chapters:
Jacob Silverman. (2015). Terms of Service. HarperCollins.
- Chapter 11 “The Myth of Privacy”
Zizi Papacharissi (Ed.) (2011). A Newtworked Self: Identity, Community, and Culture on Social
Network Sites. Routledge.
- Chapter 7 “Typology of Social Network Site Usage”
- Chapter 12 “Look at Us”
Rena Bivens. (2014). Digital Currents: How Technology and the Public are Shaping TV News.
University of Toronto Press.
- Chapter 1 “UGC and Citizen Journalism” (pp.19-22);
“Social Networking Service” (pp. 22-28)
Jacob Silverman. (2015). Terms of Service. HarperCollins.
- “Churnalism and the Problem of Social News”
Eugenia Siapera & Andreas Veglis. (2012). The Handbook of Global Online journalism.
Wiley-Blackwell.
- Chapter 13 “The Economics of Online Journalism”
- Chapter 14 “Crowdsourcing Investigative Journalism”
- Chapter 17 “Social Journalism”
Week 7
 Sharing ideology and sharing economy
 Social media and strategic communication: AD, PR, MKT and political campaigns
Reading
Articles:
Uber, Airbnb and consequences of the sharing economy: Research roundup.
http://journalistsresource.org/studies/economics/business/airbnb-lyft-uber-bike-share-sharingecono
my- research-roundup
Eyal Ert, Aliza Fleischer, & Nathan Magen. (2015). Trust and Reputation in the Sharing Economy:
The Role of Personal Photos in Airbnb. Available at SSRN 2624181.
Shu-Chuan Chu. (2011). Viral advertising in social media: participation in Facebook groups and
responses among college-aged users. Journal of Interactive Advertising, 12, 1 (Fall), 30-43.
Rowena L. Briones, Beth Kuch, Brooke Fisher Liu, & Yan Jin. (2011). Keeping up with the digital
age: How the American Red Cross uses social media to build relationships. Public Relations
Review, 37, 37–43.
Lee Rainie. (2012). Social media and voting. Pew Research Center Internet and American Life.
Available https://mktcom.net/PDFs/PIP_TheSocialVote_PDF.pdf
Book chapters:
Karine Nahon, & Jeff Hemsley. (2013). Going Viral. Polity. (choose four chapters)
Jacob Silverman. (2015). Terms of Service. HarperCollins.
- “Life and Work in the Sharing Economy”
Victoria A. Farrar-Myers, & Justin S. Vaughn. (Eds.). (2015). Controlling the Message: New Media
in American Political Campaigns. New York, NY: New York University Press.
- Chapter 1 “Strategic Communication in a Networked Age”
- Chapter 2 “Congressional Campaigns” Motivations for Social Media Adoption”
- Chapter 8 “The Influence of User-Controlled Messages on Candidate Evaluations”
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Week 8
 Social influence and diffusion of information
 Social network and health communication
Reading
Journal articles:
Gang (Kevin) Han, & Wen Wang. (2015). Mapping user relationships for health information
diffusion on microblogging in China: A social network analysis of Sina Weibo. Asian
Journal of Communication, 25 (1), 65-83, DOI: 10.1080/01292986.2014.989239
Robert M. Bond, et al. (2012). A 61-million-person experiment in social influence and political
mobilization. Nature. doi:10.1038/nature11421.
Pew Research Center (2014). Mapping Twitter Topic Networks: From Polarized Crowds to
Community Clusters.
http://www.pewinternet.org/2014/02/20/mapping-twitter-topic-networks-from-polarizedcrowds-to-c
ommunity-clusters/
Book chapters:
Nicholas A. Christakis, & James H. Fowler. (2009/2011). Connected: The Surprising Power of Our
Social Networks and How They Shape Our Lives -- How Your Friends' Friends' Friends Affect
Everything You Feel, Think, and Do. NY: Little, Brown and Co.
- Chapter 4 “This Hurts Me As Much As It Hurts You”
- Chapter 5 “The Buck Stars Here”
- Chapter 6 “Politically Connected”
Charles Kadushin. (2012). Understanding Social Networks: Theories, Concepts and Findings.
Oxford University.
- Chapter 9 “Networks, Influence and Diffusion”
Thomas W. Valente (2010). Social Networks and Health: Models, Methods, and Applications.
Oxford University.
- Chapter 10 “Diffusion of Innovations”
Brian G. Southwell. (2013). Social Networks and Popular Understanding of Science and Health:
Sharing Disparities. Johns Hopkins University Press.
- Chapter 3 “Information-Sharing Behavior”
- Chapter 4 “Individual-Level Factors”
- Chapter 5 “Community-Level Factors”
- Chapter 6 “Content-Level Factors”
Thomas W. Valente (2010). Social Networks and Health: Models, Methods, and Applications.
Oxford University.
- Chapter 3 “Methods”
- Chapter 4 “Network Effects”
- Chapter 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12
Week 9
 Term paper due Presentation on term paper
 Course wrap-up
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The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
Lectures, reading assignments, student-led discussions, substantial discussions in an all-class or
small group setting based on assigned readings, social media activity, group project, and final
presentation.
Grading & Evaluation:

Student-led
discussion
In-class discussion
Class attendance
Social media activity
Group project
Final presentation
Peer-evaluation

DATE/DEADLINE
(weekly)

TOTAL POINTS
200

% OF GRADE
20

(weekly)
(weekly)
(before the last class)
(before the last class)
(The last class)

200
100
50
300
100
50

20
10
5
30
10
5

Final grade scale
A 950-1000
A-900-949
B+870-899
B 830-869
B-800-829

C+ 770-799
C 730-769
C- 700-729
D 600-699
F 0-599

IN-CLASS DISCUSSION (20%)
Class formats will primarily be based on class discussion. Asking and answering questions is the
key to your success in this class. We will have in-class discussion in every class meeting, focusing
on the issues/topics covered in that week. The purpose of the discussion is to encourage you to
actively get involved in critical thinking. You will receive credit only if you are in class. No
make-up.
Your active class participation, therefore, will be highly expected, as well as graded. Your
appearance in the classroom without answering or being willing to answer any questions (e.g.,
saying “ I don’t know” to the instructor’s questions) or actively working with your group members
will tremendously and negatively affect your final grade. The instructor welcomes questions to
clarify the material, and will expect your informed perspective to be shared through comments in
class. The instructor will also call on those who have not voluntarily participated. Your active class
participation, therefore, will be highly expected, as well as graded.
The instructor RESERVES ALL THE RIGHT to assign the grade in this category according to your
performance in class discussion—1) level of cooperation with your groupmates, and team work; 2)
level of cooperation with the instructor; 3) level of engagement and level of concentration; 4)
overall attitude (e.g., respectful to each other; no whispering or chatting while others are answering
questions), and 5) quantity and quality of answers or inputs, etc.—partially based on the instructor’s
observation and impression. Attendance (even missing no class) while keeping silence or showing
negative attitude to participation in class discussion will negatively affect the scores received for
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this category.
Grouping. Two or three students will work together in groups on discussions. They will then
combine to be one group working on the term paper and the final presentation. Grouping will be
arranged first according to your preference. You need to talk to one another for the possibility of
working as members in the same group, as you wish, during the first class meeting of the semester.
Grouping will be confirmed once the class size is fixed. Those who cannot find preferred group
members would be randomly assigned.
CLASS ATTENDENCE (10%)
Your attendance to all classes or team meetings is REQUIRED unless you have an excused absence
for athletic competition, medical or family emergency. Documentation is required for these cases.
Giving the instructor a heads-up via email is REQUIRED to avoid misinformation on this matter. If
you have an ongoing medical issue that affects your attendance in class consecutively, please make
sure that the instructor is made aware of it earlier rather than later, and this will be handled on a
case-by-case basis under the school’s policy and guidance.
Every student is REQUIRED to stay in class throughout the whole class meeting. NO leaving early
without excuse or instructor’s permission is allowed. In the case that you have to leave the class
earlier, the instructor must be informed in advance through an email heads-up with excuse explained
at a minimum of 12 hours but preferably one day ahead. A verbal request for leaving early in
classroom just before the class starts is NOT acceptable.
At the end of the semester if you have missed, or, if you leave early from, more than three classes
for which you have not been excused, your final course grade will be reduced by a notch, for
example from a B to a B-. Habitual lateness, absences and leaving early more than three times will
also be dealt with on a case-by-case basis.
It will be necessary for each group to meet outside class to work together to meet deadlines.
SOCIAL MEDIA ACTIVITY (5%)
All students in this class are required to have a Twitter and/or a Weibo account. You are encouraged
to play with it and to follow some accounts/folks for learning purpose. You must initiate at least 5
tweets/posts relevant to communication over the period covered by the class. You can post your
own tweets/messages, or retweet/forward those posted by your “followings/fans” although you can
retweet/forward the messages that are posted by your classmates. Use “#2020socialmedia” or
“#FIS20socialnetworking” as the hashtag every time when you tweet/retweet, or “＃20复旦国际学
期＃” on Weibo. This activity will be summarized and reported to the instructor by the end of the
last class meeting in early August.
STUDENT-LED DISCUSSION (20%)
We will have a student-led discussion every week since the second week. Each two- or
three-member group will lead one formal discussion session on certain topics/issues over this
semester. Each group member will work as a presenter/discussant. Workload should be shared
evenly and fairly. Topics/issues and scheduling will be randomly assigned to each group at the
beginning of the semester. The student-led discussion sessions will be evaluated by the instructor.
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Each group in the session will lead a 20-minute presentation/discussion by criticizing the different
aspects regarding the theory/topic/issue presented, supplementing what is thought to be missed from
the previous lecture or discussion, additional examples/cases, expanding areas, application of theory
in profession and practice, and the ongoing debates over relevant issues. In preparation, all members
need to work together by sharing the workload evenly and fairly.
The rest of the class, or those who are not scheduled for the discussion in a particular class need to
read assigned materials, get familiar with the issue and ask questions as required. Following group
presentation, everyone in other groups must ask at least one specific questions for the presentation
group for all-class discussion.
The discussion cannot be a repetition of the previous lecture or questions already discussed in class.
After the all-class discussion based on audience’s questions, the leading group then needs to provide
at least ONE specific question, by the choice of the group, for all-class discussion, in order to
encourage fellow students’ critical thinking and interaction (Additional guideline on the format of
the discussion session will be provided, if needed, in a separate handout).
The topic chosen must be confirmed by the instructor two days ahead of the class meeting
assigned. PPT slides and other visual aid(s) are required. Questions and PPT slides should be sent to
the instructor for a preview via email.
GROUP PROJECT (30%)
Each combined six-member group needs to choose a topic/issue, as the examples suggested below,
to develop a social marketing campaign proposal, including research plan, objectives/strategies and
tactics, by applying social media platforms as the main communication channels to a hypothetical
yet specific scenario.
More detailed guidelines will be provided in a separate handout.
Every group member should contribute to each part of the project equally. Please indicate who did
which part when you turn in your assignment.
Due dates. Assignments are always due at the beginning of class on the designated due date. No
extensions will be granted for written assignments except for documented medical or other
emergencies, not including computer or printer problems. Be familiar with the location of computer
labs on campus and save your work frequently. Late papers will be downgraded 10% — one full
grade — for each day that you don’t turn them in.
FINAL PRESENTATION (10%)
Every combined six-member group will give a final presentation to the class bases on their group
project. The final presentation will be evaluated by the instructor. Handout will be provided
separately.
PEER EVALUATION (5% of total)
In the last week of class, each group member will evaluate the contributions of other members on
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the discussion session and the term paper. Scores will be factored into the final grade.
GENERAL POLICIES FOR GRADES/CLASS
The “non-negotiable” policy. Please note that assigned grades are not a “basis for negotiation.” No
grade re-evaluations request will be considered. Email messages or face-to-face communication
discussing an expected grade or requesting an increase of grade or saying that “I am an A student in
other classes;” “I should receive an A for this class,” and the like, are NOT acceptable.
The “no re-write” policy. Once an assignment has been submitted, no “re-writes” or submission of
additional work for higher grades will be accepted.
Keeping in Touch. Email is the best way to contact the instructor.
ACADEMIC HONESTY
According to the University policy, any form of academic misconduct—cheating in exams,
falsification of data, plagiarism, etc. (examples are given in the catalog)—will result in a grade of
"F" for the course and we will have to pursue the academic misconduct grievance procedures. In
addition, unless you are instructed to work in groups, you are expected to submit your own work.
DISCLAIMER
Any elements of this syllabus are subject to change. Changes will be announced in class, or by
e-mail.

Teaching Materials & References:
No required textbooks. Book chapters, journal articles, news stories or industry information, and
up-to-date research findings will be assigned for reading.
All are photocopied or available online. Additional readings will be provided as the semester
progresses (The tentative reading list is included in the class schedule).
You are required to go through the reading assignments BEFORE each class meeting.
Please try to stay current with the reading so that you will have a context for the class, although we
may also cover different material in the lectures than in the readings.
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Social Networks and Chinese Society
Global Program on Economics and Finance

Course Title

Social Networks and Chinese Society

Credit
54 credit hours (one credit hour is
Hours
45 minutes)
By the end of the course, students will be able to:
[1] distinguish the unique features of social networks in Chinese society;
[2] know the cultural, institutional, and structural roots of networks;
Course
[3] understand the relevance of the social networks in contemporary Chinese
Objectives
society;
[4] demonstrate a basic ability to conduct independent research on topics in
social networks and to effectively communicate the results via oral
presentation.
This course provides an overview of the application of social networks in
Chinese society. Topics covered in this class include the meaning of social
Course
networks in Chinese, its cultural, institutional, and structural roots, its
Description everyday practice, as well as its application for contemporary economic and
social life. Through the course, students will obtain a richer understanding of
Chinese social networks and its relevance to contemporary Chinese society.
Course Requirements:
Class attendance, group discussion, essay writing.
Credit

3

Teaching Methods:
Lecture (online live) and discussion.
Instructor's Academic Background:
Felicia F. Tian is an Associate Professor of Sociology in Fudan University. She obtained her
bachelor’s degree from Renmin University, China, master’s degree from University of
Wisconsin-Madison, and Ph.D. from Duke University. Her research includes social networks
and social capital, at both individual level and community level. Her work appears in Social
Networks, Research in Social Stratification and Mobility, Journal of Marriage and Family, and
Chinese Sociological Review.
Email: ftian@fudan.edu.cn
Course Schedule
This outline may change as the session proceeds.
**PART 1: Social Networks Basics**
#1: Couse introduction
#2: why social networks
(reading: Granovetter 1973)
1

#3: social networks and social capital
(reading: Lin, 2001, chapter 2 & 5)
#4: social network measurement
(reading Scott 2017, chapter 5)
#5: Case 1 discussion
**PART 2: Social Networks in Chinese society
#6: the structure of the tie
(reading: Freedman 1966, chapters 1 & 2)
#7: the strength of the tie
(reading: Barbalet 2015)
#8: the activation of the tie
(reading: Hwang 1987)
#9: Case 2 discussion
##Essay 1 Due
**PART 3: The Practice of Social Networks**
#10: The everyday practice networking
(reading: Yan 1996, chapter 4 & 5)
#11: The etiquette of networking
(reading: Yang 1994, chapter 3)
#12: Contacts and networking
(reading: Small 2009, chapter 1)
#13: Case 3 discussion
**PART 4: The Consequence of Social Networks**
#14: social networks and status attainment
(reading: Bian 1994)
#15: social networks and doing business
(reading: Nee and Opper, chapter 4)
#16: social networks and trust
(reading: Barbalet 2014)
#17: changes in social networks
（readings: Boist and Child 1996; Bian 2018）
# Case 4 discussion
##Essay 2 due

The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
Students need to actively participate in in-class group discussions.

Grading & Evaluation:
1. Group discussion (40%)
2. Two essays (60%)

2

Teaching Materials & References:
There is no required textbook for the course. However, readings will be research papers or
excerpts from books (detailed assignments see above).
Barbalet, Jack 2014. "The Structure of Guanxi: Resolving problems of Network Assurance." Theory
and Society 43(4):51-69.
Barbalet, Jack. 2015. "Guanxi, Tie Strength, and Network Attributes." American Behavioral Scientist
59(8).
Bian, Yanjie. 1994. "Guanxi and the Allocation of Urban Jobs in China." The China Quartely
140:971-99.
Bian, Yanjie. 2018. "The Prevalence and the Increasing Significance of Guanxi." The China Quarterly.
Boisot, Max, and John Child. 1996. "From Fiefs to Clans and Network Capitalism: Explaining China's
Emerging Economic Order." Administrative Science Quarterly 41(4):600-28.
Freedman, Maurice. 1966. Chinese Lineage and Society: Fukien and Kwangtung. New York, NY::
Humanities Press Inc.
Granovetter, Mark 1973, "The Strength of Weak Ties." American Journal of Sociology, Vol.78,
No.6.
Hwang, Kwang-Kuo 1987. "Face and Favor: The Chinese Power Game." American Journal of
Sociology 92(4):944-74.
Lin, Nan. 2001. Social Capital: A Theory of Social Structure and Action. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press.
Nee, Victor, and Sonja Opper. 2012. Capitalism from Below: Markets and Institutional Change in
China. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press.
Small, Mario L. 2009. Unanticipated gains: Origins of Network Inequality in Everyday Life. Oxford:
Oxford University Press.
Scott, John. 2017. Social Networks Analysis. New York: Sage.
Yan, Yunxiang 1996, The Flow of Gifts: Reciprocity and Social Networks in a Chinese Village.
Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press.
Yang, Mayfair Mei-hui. 1994. Gift, Favors, and Banquets: The Art of Social Relationships in China.
Ithaca: Cornell University Press.
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Topics in Development Economics
Global Program on Economics and Finance
Course Title
Credit
Course
Objectives

Course
Description

Topics in Development Economics
Credit
54 credit hours
Hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)
The course aims to build up students' critical-thinking skill through reading
the most recent empirical development economics literature and
participating in class discussion.
This course discusses why some countries are rich but others are poor from
the perspective of institutional economics. It follows Douglass North and
asks why, under certain institutions, the private return of economic activities
is lower than the social return. We address this question by studying recent
development economics literature with a focus on property right, contract
institutions, corruption, state-owned enterprises, technology, and taxation.
3

We focus primarily on the development facts and challenges in China. In
addition, the course introduces a variety of methodological approaches to
address a number of empirical questions in other countries, such as what is
the value of political connection in Indonesia, does third-party reporting
reduces pollution in India, and why some countries have more complicated
government hierarchy whereas others do not. The course aims to build up
students' critical-thinking skill through reading the most recent empirical
development economics literature and participating in class discussion.

Course Requirements:
Prerequisites:
There are no formal course prerequisites.
Teaching Methods:
Lecture (online live), class discussion
Instructor's Academic Background:
The instructor received his bachelor in economics and mathematics from Wuhan
University, master in economics in Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, and
doctoral degree in economics from Yale University.
Email: yu_liu@fudan.edu.cn
Course Schedule
1 Market institution and economic development


Welfare theorems



Effects of frictions and why they exit. For example, transaction costs; externalities;
1

coordination failures; information frictions.
2 State Capacity






Raul Sanchez de la Sierra. 2015. “On the Origins of States: Stationary Bandits and
Taxation in Eastern Congo.” SSRN Working Paper # 2358701, 2015.
Mayshar, Joram, Omer Moav, Zvika Neeman, and Luigi Pascali. “Cereals,
Appropriability and Hierachy.” Centre for Economic Policy Research DP10742. 2015
Hall, R. E. and Jones, C. I. 1999. “Why Do Some Countries Produce So Much More
Output Per Worker Than Others?” Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 114, No. 1 (Feb.,
1999), 83-116
Acemoglu, D., and Johnson, S. 2005. “Unbundling Institutions.” Journal of Political
Economy, 113(5), October 2005: pp. 949-995.

3 Property Right





Hornbeck, Richard. 2010. “Barbed Wire: Property Rights and Agricultural
Development.” Quarterly Journal of Economics, 125(2): 767-810.
Wang, Shing-Yi. 2012. “Credit Constraints, Job Mobility and Entrepreneurship:
Evidence from a Property Reform in China.” Review of Economics and Statistics, 94 (2),
523 - 551.
A brief history of the SOE reform in China.

4 Contract Enforcement






Greif, Avner. 1993. “Contract Enforceability and Economic Institutions in Early Trade:
The Maghribi Traders' Coalition.” American Economic Review, Vol. 83, No. 3 (Jun.,
1993), pp. 525-548.
Rauch, James E. and Vitor Trindade. 1999. “Ethnic Chinese Networks in International
Trade.” Review of Economics and Statistics, Vol. 84 (February 2002): 116-130.
The soft-budget constraint problem
The French revolution

5 State-owned Enterprise (SOE) Reforms in China





A brief history of SOE reforms
Facts
Challenges and opportunities
Guest lectures

6 Taxation




Besley, Timothy, and Torsten Persson. 2014. "Why Do Developing Countries Tax So
Little?" The Journal of Economic Perspectives, 28.4 (2014): 99-120.
Liu, Yu. “Government Extraction and Firm Size: Local Officials’ Responses to Fiscal
Distress in China.” The Journal of Comparative Economics.
Dina Pomeranz, “No Taxation without Information: Deterrence and Self-Enforcement
2



in the Value Added Tax,” American Economic Review. Vol. 105 No. 8 August 2015.
Fisman, Raymond and Shang-Jin Wei. 2004. “Tax Rates and Tax Evasion: Evidence
from 'Missing Imports' in China." Journal of Political Economy, 112(2):471-500.

7 Corruption






Banerjee, Abhijit, Dilip Mookerjee, Kaivan Munshi and Debraj Ray. 2001.
“Inequality, Control Rights and Rent Seeking: Sugar Cooperatives in Maharashtra.”
Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 109, pp. 138-190
Olken, Ben A. and Barron P. 2009. “The Simple Economics of Extortion: Evidence
from Trucking in Aceh.” Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 117(3), pp. 417-452
Fisman, Raymond. 2001. “Estimating the Value of Political Connections.” American
Economic Review, Vol. 91, No. 4 (Sep., 2001), pp. 1095-1102.
Fisman R. and Edward M. “Corruption, Norms and Legal Enforcement: Evidence from
Diplomatic Parking Tickets." Journal of Political Economy, 115, 6: 1020-1048.

8 Technology






Chinese R&D spending, industry policy, and patents.
Technology and governance:
Qian, Nancy, Jaya Wen, Yu Liu, and Haichao Fan. 2018. “The Dynamic Effects of
Computerized VAT Invoices on Chinese Manufacturing Firms.” NBER Working Paper
No. 24414.
Muralidharan, K., Niehaus, P., and Sukhtankar, S. 2016. “Building State Capacity:
Evidence from Biometric Smartcards in India.” American Economic Review, vol 106(10),
pages 2895-2929.

The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
Class participation is highly recommended. Students are encouraged to share their thoughts or
current works in class.
Grading & Evaluation:
Each student is evaluated based on two parts: class discussion and an individual essay.
Evaluation
% of Final Grade



1. Class Discussion

40%

2. Individual Essay

60%

Class Discussion (40%):

In this course, any opinion or idea will be appreciated. Students are expected to actively
participate in class discussion and share your perspective.


Individual Essay (60%):

Each student should write a short essay discussing an economic phenomenon and why it is
related to economic development. You are expected to show critical-thinking skill in your
3

argument. The essay should be no less than 10 pages, font 12, double spaced.
It should include:
1) why does the phenomenon exist?
2) whether the phenomenon is related to certain institution/policy exist in this country;
3) whether it is related to the country’s level of income, or economic development in general;
4) design a better institution/policy that can improve economic development.
Evaluation is based on:
1) originality: something novel (20 points);
2) comprehensiveness: fully cover four points above (20 points);
3) critical thinking skill (20 points).
Teaching Materials & References:
See in Course Schedule
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World Economy and China
Global Program on Economics and Finance
Course Title
Credit

World Economy and China
Credit
Hours

3

54 credit hours
(one credit hour is 45 minutes)

Course
Objectives

China is playing a rising role in the world economy. It is one of the world's fastest
growing countries and has the world’s second largest economy title now. Even more
significantly, China is attracting vast amounts of foreign direct investment and playing
an increasingly important role on international capital markets, regionalization and
globalization. The course aims to give a clear guide to understand the logic and
mechanism of the current global economy as well as the relationship between the
world economy and China.

Course
Description

This course comprehensively examines the meaning, dynamic and uneven impact of
economic globalization as well as the implications of China's emergence as a major
player in the world economy. Its integration into the global economy brings major
effects for the rest of the world. China's participation in the world economy also offers
important opportunities for trade, investment, and international cooperation to promote
world prosperity and stability. Following an introduction and two chapters on cycle
theories and world system theories, we are going to give a clear guide to how the
global economy is being transformed.

Course Requirements:
Students are required to participate in all classes and prepare assigned presentations, reports as well as the
final paper.

Prerequisites:
Microeconomics principles preferred.

Teaching Methods:
Lecture, presentation, group discussion

Instructor's Academic Background:
Dr. LU Hanyin is an Associate Professor in the World Economy Department, School of Economics,
Fudan University. Associate Professor Lu received her Ph.D. in economics from School of Economics,
Fudan University in 2004. The courses taught by her include Economic History of Foreign Countries,
Comparative Institutional Economics, World Economy and China, and so on for both Bachelor and Master
programs at School of Economics, Fudan University.
Associate Professor Lu’s main research interest lies in the World Economic Theory, Comparative
Institutional Economics and Global Economic History. Moreover, her Current Research Interests focuses
on Emerging Economies, “One Belt One Road” and their effects in Asia.
Supported by various academic programs, Associate Professor Lu visited University of Essex, Yale
University and University of Copenhagen as a visiting scholar, respectively.

Course Schedule
This outline may change as the session proceeds.

1

Chap 1.
Chap 2.
Chap 3.
Chap 4.
Chap 5.
Chap 6.
Chap 7.
Chap 8.
Chap 9.
Chap 10.
Chap 11.

Introduction
Cycle Theories in the World Economy
World Economic Structure
International Division of Labor and China as a Global Production Base
International Trade Policy and China’s Performance
International Capital Market and China’s Financial Development
International Investment and FDI in China
Regionalization and China’s Participation
EU Economy and the EU-China Economic Relations
The US Economy and the World
Globalization, East Asia and China

The design of class discussion or exercise, practice, experience and so on:
Students’ acquisition of core knowledge is achieved primarily through course lectures and independent
study, supported by twelve 3 hour sessions. Each session, in turn, comprises two elements. Generally, the
first 2 hours will take the form of a formal lecture. The second part, 1 hour will mainly be seminar-based,
which leaves considerable room for interaction. Most seminars are student-led and will be assigned at the
beginning of the course. The course lecturer will perform a primarily facilitative role in the seminars
ensuring that learning outcomes are met.

Grading & Evaluation:
Students are required to do homework, which accounts for about 50% of the grade. The other 50% is left
for a final term paper.
(1) Class Participation
(2) One presentation (20%) :

(3) Two reports on any two of the topics provided: (15% each, 30% in total)
(4) Also, there is a final paper (50%) for this course.
Teaching Materials & References:
1. Kristen Hite, John Seitz, 2015, Global Issues - An Introduction 5E., Wiley Blackwell.
2. Peter Dicken, 2014, Global Shift, Seventh Edition: Mapping the Changing Contours of the World
Economy, SAGE Publications Ltd.
3.
Dominick Salvatore, 2014, Introduction to International Economics 3E, John Wiley & Sons,
Inc.

4. The academic journals & The main publications from some International Organizations
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